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(2) 
to loean dance, Dut m france ana ^igiana i t nas oeen 
understood only in i t s transferred senses^ I t has 
conveyed the idea of : -
(a) strictly a poem consisting of one or more terms or 
triplets of seven, or afterwards eight-lined stanzas, 
eash ending with the same line as refrain, 
(1)) a poem divided into stanzas of equal length, usuallji 
of seven or e i ^ t lines. 
The different meanings of Ballad have heen:-
I . a song or dance, or a song intended as an acconpani-
ment to a dance, or the tune to ?toich the song is sung. 
For instance the following are quated:- (a) "isnotho? 
kind of ballet caninonlie called f a 1 a s designed to 
he danced to voices", {Moriey^s Introduction, Husic l8o). 
(b) '•unless we should come in like a Morris dance and 
whistle our hallat ourselves** (Ben Jonson, Love rest 12). 
I I , a light and sinple song of any kind; now specially 
a sentimental or romantic conposition of two verses , 
each of vfeich is sung to the same melody, the musical 
fiCcatEpaniment of Tftiich is strictly subordinate to the 
air. For instance the following may be mentioned:-
(a) for the singyn of a ballat to the king, (b) Bible, 
Bishops t i t l e . (The Ballet of Solomon), (c) Ballades of 
praise called encomia, (Puttenhan^s English Poesie I,xx), 
(d) No more the woodman's ballai shall prevail. (Goldsmith) 
(e) She is singing an air that is known to me, 
A passionate Ballad gallant and gay. (T^morson Maud l,v,) 
III* m the eighteenth century, hallad cane to mean 
a broadside. It was a popular song often celebrating 
and scurrilous3y attacking persons or institutions. For 
instance the following quotations:-
(a) many ballytes made of dyverse partye agayne the 
blyssyd sacranent. (Chronology of Gray 5*1 ar), 
(b) who makes a ballet for m ale-house door, (Pamess) 
(c) accounts of arrestinge t^ipted to all manner of lewd-
ness by infamous ballads sung in every comor of the 
street. 
(d) resolved that a ballad be made against Iffir. Pope. 
(Swift, Further accounts III). 
IV. a sinple spirited poem in short stanzas in 
which some popular story is grgphically narrated. This 
sense is essentially modem; with Milton, Mdlson, and 
even Johnson the idea of a song was present. 
V. The word ballad has also sometimes been enployed 
to mean a proverbial saying but this use of the word 
was given a very short lease of life and soon becane 
extinct, 
VI. Ballade has also been a fixed form of poetry 
which had no connexion with ballad. It was a typical met-
rical form of middle English poetry like Roundel, Round-
ley, etc., only one of which has survived, viz the sonnet. 
Probably the most difficult portion of a critical 
study of any subject is the definition, because it is a 
survey of the whole field of inquiry and thro^ light 
on its form and nature. To arrive at a good definition, 
we generally scrutinise the development of a literary 
form either from its beginning to the end or fl»om its 
end to its beginning. Yet there mas^  be topics where 
it is Inpossible to begin such an analysis in the manner 
we desire most. We msy either begin by the origin or by 
the end. In this particular case, viz., of ballad, if 
we take its modem and developed form as our starting 
point, we cannot reach back to any definite conclusion, 
and therefore any systematic treatment of the subject 
becomes aloaost inpossible. But if we take ballad from its 
origin we can hope to follow the process, which under the 
invisible hand of evolution in literature, brought about 
its final form. But as the origins are least tangible and 
most elusive, we cannot be sure of right results in a 
research of this nature. It is chiefly due to this 
difficulty that no satisfactory definition of Ballad has 
so far been given by any author. 
Throughout the world, primitive man has been 
the same. Even today, in countries Tufcich have not yet 
received a Klngle spark of civilization, we can see the 
,gao;tvlpg traces of the old life when the world was 
yotmg. It is not an imcoranon si^t for a tourist to see 
in ifi'ica, ^ ia, Australia and many other islands, 
people dancing and singing on the occasion of festivals 
and other solemn celebrations. These people who are the 
lowest in point of civilization, for instance the n(»nad 
-^ fiibs, the Sindhi gjTpsies in India, the iustralign blapks, 
the iinerican Red Indians and the Africans living in the 
great Shara, have several kinds of songs usually sung 
in dances of different nature. They have magic chants and 
prsyer songs, often unintelligi"ble to those who sing them 
in the dance, sinply because such songs have probably 
been borrowed from tribes of alien forms of speech. 
There are war songs which are nothing but a few words 
^pealing to their martial spirit. In all such cases it 
is only the melody and the rbjHihm vjtiich pronpts the 
dance movements. It is obvious that in Europe also the 
ballad was originally a dancing song, and even when a 
story was told it was done in recitatis^e fashion and the 
hearers danced and picked tq? bits to sing as a chorus to 
Inpart a fervour to the story. Such stories, also, generally 
told a tale of cattle raids, of the escape of a prisoner 
or of a battle. The story-teller usually improvised his 
song. He did not put it down to paper because he had no 
paper and knew no script. He only msnoriaed it. Maiy 
hearers also did the same and thus these songs were orally 
transmitted from one person to another. In this process 
of transmission they were altered by ajmost every singer; 
no individual staap, even if there was any, being left 
i5)on them. They are thoroughly popular and master less. 
It will not he an txaggeration to say that such songs 
did not lose much of their charm when successive dancing 
throngs altered them, because the original authors had 
the sole aim of producing a certain effect upon their audien 
•Cth and would not have, even if they could, added a 
single individual touch. The topics that were dealt 
with in such songs were the coomon property of the tribe 
or tribes and the mode of e2q)ression wholly comiiunal. 
These dance-songs narrated stories of tribal interest, of 
the passions and actions of a comnunity and not of an 
individual. It is possible that sometimes this singing 
and dancing throng was broken into two rival groi?)s 
retorting responsively to each other. Evidence of such 
practices is not rare. It is Just a little reasonable, 
therefore, to suppose that responses of this sort were 
ia|)rQD|)tue, i.e. the inprovisation of a gcov^ as a 
single unit, which afterwards a story-teller used to put 
in a regular form, to be sung and danced ot a future 
occasion. But such a thing was not very conmon, and 
there is only a small minority which have pretentions 
of such an origin • 
After this short discussion, if we sum vap the 
different traits of this peculiar form of poetry, we come 
to know that ballads are narrative in character, quite 
inpersonal and meant for singing and dancing. They 
were conposed hy people of an early age who were fl?ee 
from literacy influences and were fairly homogenous 
in character* 
(9) 
How did the "ballad originate? What are its goupces, 
and Y^o conposed them ?• 
There is very little direct evidence regarding 
these questions, and the circunstancial evidence which 
is available has been so differently interpreted by 
different critics that it is very difficult to arrive 
at a definite conclusion. Internal evidence also is of 
a faulty nature, because even the earliest written 
ballads which surrive in manuscripts are not old enough 
to be authentic and seans to have been greatly modified 
by different agencies. 
Inspite of this divergence in the opinion and viwss 
of different authorities only so much is universally 
agreed xjpan that "dance and music have almost an in-
separable connection'^ and that these ballads conposed 
by whomsoever they mi^t have been, were meant for sing-
ing or rather were sung to a conmunal dance* It is now 
generally accepted that primitive social gcoxips, xaAer 
stress of a coranon emotion, ejgjressed that emotion by 
the rhythmic movement of a tribal dance. This dance 
used to be accompanied by the chanting of crudely 
appropriate words, is mentioned above no doubt this 
singing, dancing throng was at times broken into two 
(V 
two rival sections, answering responsively to each 
other. Evidences of such practices are easily available 
in almost any coxmtry. It is reasonable enough therefore 
to sippose that responses of this sort were inproiqptu 
and all of them put together, were the Joint production 
inprovised hy a groi?). Out of these, afterwards fixed 
and conventionalized sprang i^p the halladry of every 
country and people. 
The word Ballad as we have discussed in the 
previous section seems to have heen derived from''the 
Latin word Bailer; which means to dance. Although 
etimology is not a safe guide to draw conclusions of 
such a nature, yet it throws a li^t which strengthens 
this conjecture. Probably dance did a great deal in 
shaping the metrical forms of poetry as it has done 
in determining the rhyme and meter of music; conse-
quently I think that ballads, in whatever fashion 
they might have been made, called in originally the 
help of dance-movements for their full effectiveness. 
SpWQes, 
For the sources of ballad, we ought to.look to 
the matter, '*the stories which they tell, and the 
unconecioias attitude which they reveal." Folklore of 
Europe generally supplied material for the earliest of 
Uo) 
than. There are stories and si?)erstition which do not 
hind themselves to any particiJlar country or any 
particular people. They are so universil in their 
nature and appeal that every where they are claimed 
to be the exclusive possession of that people. The 
earliest ballads of the aaglish people show that the 
Ballad-writers utilised the folk-lore of Europe in 
general and that of Scandinavia in particular; but 
they used them in such a way that these stories sppear 
to be original. I do not mean that these ballad-wtiters;^ 
were so good artists that they could give these stories 
a colour strong enoiigh to make them appear of native 
origin* They partly did that also, but only in as 
much as the name of a town or a hero could transform 
the story. But this similarity of themes is mostly due 
to the fact tlitit these stories were congenial from the 
first. "The world they tell of is full of powers stronger 
than man — *of Tam Ilns and queens of ELfland/ and 
beyond it lies a grim life of the dead - fiery ^^eAM, 
mouldiriiig graves, and vain revisitings of the beloved 
on earth.** ^The ballads present life as a tale that 
has significance; and the significance arises naturally -
that is not from the supernatural side, but from the 
human passions. The ballads do not blink the passions; 
there is no pretence that this world is a quiet or 
decent place. It is not only that death, the inevitable 
end, is unforggfeten and unhidden, but in half the stories 
w 
It comes tragically, by violence, by cruelty, by 
treachery, or by fatal error. But there is always 
the tragic redecaption, unflinching acceptance; without 
reveliion, often without cooplaint.'* Now this is the 
outlook of life of the ballad-writer of England and 
Scotland, who lived in a country of unsettled ccaidi-
tions, and anongst a war-like and brave people; and 
this ought to be the point of view of any ballad-wtiter 
1*10 lives under" similar conditions, in whatever 
country on the face of the earth. The infancy of every 
nation is almost the same every where. 
This e:5)lains the easy adaptation of stories of 
Scandinavian or of European origin by the British 
ballad-wpiter. I t will not be out of place if we briefly 
mention the themes TRftiich are the sources of the British 
ballad. 
1. Love is the theme of a large number of ballads. 
*» The Bailiff's daughter of Islington** is an instance 
of the same. The lovers do not even care for their 
lives when they see that there are no chances of their 
meeting, but the moment they meet each other, the 
life which was not worth living a minute before bec«M8 
full of jiSy and pleasure. 
2* Trggedies of elopement and the difficulties and 
perils of bride stealing are treated in an lirpressive was^ * 
They were generally based on contemporary events. The 
(f^} 
position of lovers is macle difficult by different agencies. 
Hostile t>rethem, ^usually seven in number* play quite 
an Inqportant and cruel part. Jealousy and rivalry are 
vital motives, viftiich inpart a si5)ep-tragic glow to the 
alreaKSy tragic story, idultery is at once punishable — 
and severely too — even on its least doubts. '*John 
Steward kills his wife»s lover, as he thinks; in reality 
it is her son Chllde Maurice**. 
5* The si5)eristition that the dead return to earth with 
various motives also attracted the notice of the ballad-
writer. Sometimes it is the dead lover who comes to earth, • 
drawn by the strong'motives of love, and sometimes the 
ghost of a treacherously murdered husband comes back on 
earth to betray the treachery and get the criminal punished. 
In some Scandinavian ballads probably of iPrench origin, 
the dead mother returns to earth to visit her children 
oppressed by a wicked molher. and to induce her husband 
to take their part, and care for them. In the Qiglish 
specimen of the same, it is not the step-mother, but the 
uncle, who has been ^pointed the guardian of the orphans 
and the manager of their property,, and ^ o to acquire the 
property gets the children killed. In this case the 
parents do not revisit the earth to punish the criminal, 
but God takes the case in His own hands, and punishes the 
sinner. The object of such ballads- though of a late 
(f^; 
origin — is to beget sympathy for the helpless orphans. 
The "ballad-wpiter makes no secret of it; and the 
"Babes in the wood** ends with this admonition:-
You that executers be made, 
iind overseers eke. 
Of children that be fatherless, 
ind infants mild and meek; 
Take you exanple by this thing, 
^ d yield to each his right, 
lest God with such like misery 
Your wicked minds requite. 
4* There is yet another type of ballad which is based 
upon stories of adventures. This class either deals with 
the doughty deeds of persons, who have a vague historical 
reference, or relate the events of historical interest, 
which took place not later than the fourteenth century. 
A great many of them, no doubt, are confined mainly to 
Robin Hood series. 
ipart firom these, ^Chavy Chase* and »The battle of 
Otterbourne,' and respectively the Instances of the 
first two, and the * Robin Jdood and the Pindar of Wakefield* 
is one of the long Robin Hood series. 
These themes in their different aspects are the 
sources of ballad. 
Of^ 
MhorghJPt 
There are many conflicting theories about the 
authorship of ballads. There is a class of literary critics 
7i*iich believes that ballads never h^ad, what may be termed, 
literary characteristics; that they are essentially tradi-
tlonal; that like Topsy they were not made but grew;* 
and that a number of them have practically existed in 
traditional form from inmeraorial ages. The chief reason 
for this assunption seems to be, that some of them contain 
legends and si5)erstitions of very ancient origin and of 
very wide-spread diffusion. It is suggested that ballads 
sprang out from carol, which is merely a kind of dance-
song, and which has been in almost al l countries the 
earliest characteristic memorial of primitive l i fe . 
They say, i t was conposed inpromtu, narrated local 
e2q)eriences, and v/as chanted to the acconpaniment of dance-
movonents. I t was not an individual but a whole dancing-
throng which conposed i t . We are told, i t is not at a l l 
personal, but corauunal, that i s , i t is a collection of 
verses, contributed by players in around game, which-have 
been put together. 
Now let us take this theory and examine i t . 
To say that ballads are ob;3ective and lack the 
least mark of the maker* s personality, because not an 
individual but a throng conposed them, seems to be fallar 
cious at i t s very face. There are great many poems, Miich 
VS';> 
are as objective as any ballad, and lack the mark of the 
maker»s personality as much as any of these folk-songs, and 
yet we positively know that MP. Such-a-one wrote them, la 
are told on this account, that the afflblior coimts for 
nothing, and that the ballad is an egression of human 
nature in general, of the mind and heart of people as an 
individual and not of any person. Probably what this 
pronouncement signifies is that the sentiment which these 
ballads e2?)ress are "those of our conjnon human nature. 
But we doubt the presence of such a conniunity of ideas 
and feelings in the middle ages, vitoen i t is said that 
ballads came into existence. Ballads are the production 
of an age, nsJien mankind was divided in i t s feelings. Ideas 
and sentiments. I t is true that ballads generally appeal 
to the coraaion emotions of human nature, to the sense of 
wonder, pity, horror, awe. But we cannot argae on this 
ground, that they are corapunal productions, beciause various 
other forms of poetry possess the sane characteristics, 
and are as much ili^ersonal as ballad, but their authorship 
is known and universally admitted. **Fhe ballads have in 
ccKimon with the best poetry, at least one very remgfi&able 
quality; a quality which is not intellectual, which is 
not actually necessary to the telling of a beautiful or 
moving story, but which seems to be added suddenly, beyond 
the expectation of the hearer, beyond even the intention 
(/(>) 
of the singer himself. I am far rpy part convinced that i t 
is so, and i t seems to me to explain the -undoiflDtful fact 
that the work of a ntimber of anonymous hallad-*writeps can 
give us at least one of the pleas-ures which we can get 
from the work of great poets/* ^^' 
We admit that a hallad is only a dance-song, hut that 
i t was conposed by a dancing-throng seems to be far removed 
from any thing reasonable. "However far back the origin 
of a ballad may be conjecturally placed, to believe that 
a poem was ever made by an evening-party is inpossible to (b) 
any one who knows anything of poems or of evening partias*" 
It is possible that persons may have contributed a chorus, 
but that persons danced and improvised does not only seem 
to be improbable but inpossible. 
Even if we take i t for granted that the ballads are 
the combined achievement of a homogenus people ifitoo iiipro-
vised under a particular inpulse, and that inprovlsation 
h^pened to be eaact according to ordinary rules of prosody, 
we can never believe that the verses thus uttered formed 
a conplete, connected, and a coherent whole. I t is said 
by some that there is l i t t l e or no art in ballad poetry, 
but i t cannot be denied that there is a wonderful uniformity 
in the form of ballad literature, so much so, that i t has 
(a) Henry Ne«ft)Olt. A new study of i^iglish Poetry Page 230 
("b) tt t» tt H t« ft tt « n 2^2, 
(.IV 
even been imitated by successive ballad-writers. 
Taking these arguments into consideration, we may 
say that this theory is only party right. It is highly 
probable that ballads are connected in their origin, with 
dance, but that they were conposed by a throng does not 
appear to be right. Surely the throng only rounded off the 
comers; but this amounts to only altering a ballad and 
not composing it, 
bother set of critics on ballad says that the 
Scandinavian tribes had their »Scalds*, whose office and 
duty it was to compose ballads, in which they celeberated 
the warlike e35)lk>its of their forefathers. Similarly 
in England and Scotland, also existed at an early date 
a rase of bards whose work was substantially the same. 
*TPhe first English men of letters of ^ o m we have 
record - Smiths of Song, as they were called in the 
Yuglingla Saga - were the gleemen or minstrels who plscred 
on harp and chanted heroic songs while the ale-mug or 
mead-ci^) was passed roidid, and who received much reward 
in their calling. The teller of the tale in Widsith is a 
typical minstrel of this kind, concerned with the exercise 
of his art. The Sco^ (A minstrel of high degree, usually 
attached to a court) conposed his verses and ''published" 
(a) them himself; mDst probably he was a great plagiarist.... 
(a) The Canbridge History of English Literature Page 3. 
U8^ 
They prove the presence and strength of these 
people irresistihle hy a historical record: that ^ e n 
Edward I set himself seriously to the task of subduing 
the Welsh to his sway, one of the first measureskie adopted 
was to destroy their hards, with no other object, except 
that of getting rid of those hall ads which fostered their 
nationality. 
Now on our part we do not deny the presence of hards 
and minstrels who are a stumbling block in our way. But 
we resent the dogmatic pronouncement that they are the 
authors of ballads. This pronouncement seems to be due to 
the fact that these was a great number of ballads that 
claimed no author, and there was a class of poets, viz, 
minstrels who had left no poetyy. It was, therefore, 
found convenient to attribute the authorship of ballads 
to minstrels. But this theory also fails to account, 
anong other things, for the universal sameness of tone, 
of incident, of legend, of primitive poetical formulae, 
#iich the Scottish (and also English) ballad possesses in 
comnon with the ballads of (^eece, of i^ance, of Provence, 
of Portugal, of Denmark and ef -^ taOy.'* 
How there is another theory regarding the authorship 
of ballads. It is said that in the fifteenth century there 
were poets who conposed ballads, and even though, they 
got their other works published they did not like to get 
uv 
these ballads published tmder their naaae. This theory 
seems to be ridiculous on its very face for two reasons. 
Firstly, that these ballads are ' fatally unlike the work 
of any loiown poet'. Secondly, we carmot detect any reason 
for this peculiar sort of modesty, which the poets showed 
in publishing their ballads anonymous. 
After having examined all these theories and finding 
them unsatisfastory, we come to another e3q)lanation —- that 
of Professor Guninere — which satisfies, all the terms of 
the problem. W r e the ballads made by the people or by 
individuals^ ^ y both: first by individuals, and afterwards 
by the traditions of the generations, through which they 
have come down to us. In other words, though a poem cannot 
be made by a cornnittee working simultaneously, it may be 
made by a whole people working t^ jon it in succession; and 
it will then represent or e^^ress not the obscure and 
forgotten individual who first roughed it out, but the 
view of life of the coranunity which instinctively changed it 
to its own likeness." 
This seems to be the nearest approach to truth* 
Henry Kewbolt. A K M STUDY OF mGLISH POETRY P.P. Z^Z 
C2oJ 
Ballads selected *l)y e35)erts as a heritage from the 
days of yore are not necessarily fotmd in the earliest 
iwtitten versions. They may not even have any connection 
with the primitive period except that they have been 
constr\3cted on the model of hallads, that had such a 
history. Unfortunately we have no definite standard to 
indicate the period when a ballad was written. Some 
poets wrote after the old fashion even much after the 
invention of printing press. Thomas Chtttterton composed 
a n-umber of archaic-looking poems, which he represented as 
drawn from a manuscript of an esrly Qiglish poet naned 
Rowley. To meet such pretenders and to find out the right 
and wrong and to differentiate' between the old and the 
new, we have no test. Ballad antiquity cannot be indicated 
by external evidence. If it can be done at all, it is 
through the internal evidence. By internal evidence we 
mean the substance and the form of a ballad itself. Row 
regarding the substance it will suffice to say that in the 
earliest days only fanily affairs and bride-stealing and 
matters of this nature could attract a notice strong enou^, 
to be celeberated in ballads, is regards the form of the 
folk-ballad, we may say that it- is built t5)on one situation 
or incident. If a series of incident9 is at all introduced. 
(W 
i t is done in sijch a fashion that they are very closely 
connected with one another, so much so, that they practi-
cally £|)peap to be one. Such a sitiiation or the groip of 
related incidents, is presented dramatically. Dialogue is 
strikingly enployed, and often this renders stanzas more 
effective. A system of repetition which alters only a 
line or even at times only a word — is also introduced 
to advance the story each time. The following lines from 
**nie Bonnie Banlfs ot Pordie", which is a ballad quite rich 
in suggestion of public singing and dancing throngs, is an 
excellent exaiple of our statement. 
*^e»s taken the second ane by the hand, 
And he's turned her round & made her stand. 
I t ' s whether will ye be a rank robber's wife. 
Or will ye die by n^ wee pen knife? 
I ' l l not be a rank robber's wife, 
But I ' l l rather die by your wee pen-knife. 
He's taken the youngest ane by the hand, 
And he's turned her round & made her stand. 
Says, 'will ye be a rank robber's wife. 
Or will ye die by w wee pen-knife? 
I ' l l not be a rank robber's wife. 
HOT will I die by yoiir wee pen-knife. 
(55^ 
For I have a brother in this wood, 
M^ gin ye M i l me, it's he^l M i l thee I 
This arrangement was continued throughout the hallad, 
"but in another stage of halladi^ which seems to have 
followed the first almost as an adjunct^ the central 
situation is broken vp into several closely related 
incidents. Every one of them is presented like separate 
dranatic scenos in miniature, and is at times connected 
by a stanza or two of transition. It is interesting to 
note that the same device was enployed by the ^abs in 
their earliest ballads, and that it still survives in 
oriental literature of today. 
Panegyrics in oriental poetry owe most of their charm 
to transition verses, v^ich follow inraediately the 
introductory portion of a ^seeda. 
ill the ballads of this type, whatever their form have 
the ccraiwn theme of domestic interests. False wives and 
false lovers, illicit love and its consequences, cruel 
and hard-hearted brothers and parents, who hinder the 
course of true love and do not allow it to run smooth, 
are the characteristic features of this type of balladry* 
ST:5)ernatural beings also, sometime, enter the action. 
They do so to. carry off earthly lovers or to visit the 
objects of^their earlier devotion in a ghostly form. In 
all these cases flanily is tbe largest unit* The-
(^^; 
coraminlty only has i t s interests In i ts individuals. 
But soon the conanunlty made another kind of ballad 
also. The former hallad of domestic tragedies continued 
to he circulated with l i t t l e DT no modification. It 
now began to be imitated also, because some new 
material was surrendered to i t by the conraunity. One 
folk often fou^t with the other to have an i?)per hand. 
Particularly along the English and Scottish border, the 
bold neighbouring folk raided the cattle, killed 
from anbush, and had fueds of various forms. Some bold 
men attached to themselves a following of persons of 
their own nature. They knew no law and obeyed no king. 
They earned their livelihood by their sword. The priest 
and the waalthy man was their eneiry and permanent 
source of income. Robin Hood is the representative 
figTire of this class. Border Ballad and the Oatlair 
ballad, which - to name their genus - are folk-ball^s, 
flourished in the two centuries of border conflict, that 
i s , from the middle of the fourteenth century to the 
middle of the l6th century, or from Chaucer^s time to the 
awakening of the renaissance in England. 
It is also possible that Robin Hood ballads might 
have been corrposed by persons, even hundreds of years ear-
lier than the period they are said to have been written 
in. They might have been localised much afterwards. 
L^^J> 
ill early ballads have tragic situations, though 
they involved or suggest physical prcfwess and adventure 
also. But, later on, manly prowess and heroic adventure 
becane themselves the essential features. 
After all these tjqpes of folk-hallad, we come 
across a new type, which may he called the Heroic ballad. 
We find few specimen of this in English. They seem to 
be best represented in the ballai literature of Denmark, 
where they were probably cultivated for and by the 
higher circles of society, and were sung before audiences 
which were probshly faniliar with them at first hand. The 
English specimen seem to be their adaptation, rather than 
original. In these ballads it is not the Harry, Dick or 
Tom, who is involved in action, but the king and his 
courtiers. The outlook of life is no more provincial. 
King Estmere is a heroic ballad. It is not a rough throng 
vSiich is addressed in its first stanaa, but the gentle-
men, instead* 
Hearken to me, gentlemen. 
Come and you shall hear; 
H e tell you of two of the boldest brethem 
That ever b o m y-were. 
The tone of them was Mler younge. 
The tother was kying Estmere; 
The were as holds men in their deeds, 
is any were farr and neare. 
C5^^ 
With the introd\3ction of the printing press into 
England, the pop-ular "ballai entered •C5)0n a second 
stage of existence. Ballad-writers longed to see their 
ballads in print, and the printers and piiblishers were 
not slow in satisfying the craving. These ballads which 
came to he toiown as broadsides **were arranged in two 
doiifele-coluran pages on the sa3ie side of a folio sheet, 
usually with a crude wood-cut surmounting the first 
page.^ 
Broadside ballads may be classified in two kinds. 
The first older Broadside and the second later Political 
Broadside. 
The Older Broadside did not mean anything more than 
the narrative material in verse form, which was printed 
on psper. A nuniber of easy and ad^table ballad tunes 
grew tp and eventually became themselves traditional. 
This sort of procedure went on, and i t will not be wrong 
to say that i t resulted a century later in the ballad 
opera, the best specimen of which Imown to us today is 
Gic7"*s Beggar*s C|)era. The older broadside, whether they 
represent good old ballad stufif vuigariaed, or some 
'current adventure, were the peoples 'fellow journal.** 
A ffw of the lengthy t i t les of some ballads published 
iz^) 
in the sixteenth century are enough to show us the 
stuff they contained. 
1. **rhe true description of monsterious Chylde, h o m 
in the H e of Wight, in this present years of our Lord 
God !,©IXIIIIJ, the month of Octoher/* 
2. **A brief e sonet declaring the lamentation of 
Backels, a Market Towne in Suffolke, which was in the 
great Wnde i5)an S. ^drewes eve pitifully burned with 
fire, to the value by estimation of twentie thousande 
pounds, and to the number of faourscore dwelling houses, 
besides a great number of fourscore dwelling houses, 
besides a great number of other houses, 1586." 
5. '*rhe West-country DamoseX^s Conplalnt, or the 
Faithful Lover^ s Last Farewell Bring the relation of a 
young maid, who pined herself to death for the love of 
a young man, who after he had notice of it, dyed, like-
wise, for grief." 
This sort of balladry continued to hold the mind of 
people. There is valuable evidence available, to show 
that the interest of the populace in printed ballads was 
great. In Shakespearian drama we come across Palstaff 
and Bottom who intend to have ballads made to serve 
their purpose of revenge or pride. Stage interested the 
people; ballads also did the sane, and ^ e n the later 
L^7) 
was added to the first, in whatever form, it becane 
more Interesting. 
Chettle»s Kind-Harts nreane Shows us a fanily 
of "ballad-Venders in Essex busy in their hooth singing 
gaily the selections they have on sale'/ Captain Cox 
is described in Robert Langham^s '*Letters from Kenilworth" 
as having over a himdred broadside ballads old and new 
'*fair wr^t ip in parchment*', Izaak Walton tells of an 
honest ale-ho-use with **twenty ballads stuck about the 
wall**, and a milk-woman who sang * Chevy Chase*'. Various 
small printers made a business of publishing current 
ballads, and certain minor writers conposed a great 
number of these. 
Besides these another prominent type of broad-
side ballad, sometimes carrying on very old traditions, 
but always directed at existing conditions, was the 
satirical ballad. Such productions were aimed against 
classes who were not liked. In the beginning, wcman 
and priest were the objects of satire, and, later on, 
the recent developments in church and state. Political 
questions came to engage the attention of ballad-writers, 
and these political ballads enjoyed an ininense vogue 
during the years just before the Restoration and again 
towards the close of the seventeenth century. They seem 
to have alnDSt an unbroken history down to the '^election 
Ballads** of Robert Bums. 
CiV 
Let lis quote a few stanzas from' the Five 
Carlins,' one of these election hal-lals which has the 
sane tane as that of the fanoias hallad of Chevy Chase.' 
There were five Carlins in the south; 
They fell upon a scheme. 
To send a lad to London town. 
To bring them tidings hsme. 
To send a lad to Lon' on town. 
They met 15) on a d^sn 
ind mony a laiight, and many a laird. 
Their errand fain wad gae. 
0 mony a laiight, and mony a laird. 
This errand fain wad gae; 
But nae ane could their fancy please, 
0 ne'er a ane* hut twae. 
Now, whan to chuse, and whan to refuse. 
At strife thir carlins fell; 
For some had gentlefolks to please, 
ind some wad please thesel' • 
Then out spak' mlnMnou'd Mego' Nith, 
^ d she spak' ip wi' pride, 
ind ^ e wad send the soclger youth. 
Whatever might betide* 
CSO 
Eapsklne and Robert Dundas Easq. In the ballad the 
former gentleman is named as Hal and the latter, who 
got the job, is named as Boh. 
But Scot with Scot ne^er met so hot. 
Or were more in fury seen. Sir, 
Than *twixt Hal and Boh for the famous job, 
VBho should be faculty*s Dean, Sir, 
This Hall for venius, wit, and love, 
imong the first was numbered; 
But pious Bob, *raid learning*s store, 
Conmandment tenth remembered. 
Yet simple Bob the victory got, 
iJnd won his hearts desire; 
Which shews that heaven can boil the pot. 
Though the devil - in the fire. 
I t is well Imown that the inposition by the English 
Coranons of an excise duty on the tea imported to North 
auerica, caused the outbreak of the iinerican war, Tbe 
colonists went on board the ship which brought tea 
to their shores, and threw away cargoes into the sea. 
This incident is coninemorated in a ballad naiied the 
imerican war. Many political incidents of note si:?)plied 
themes to the broadside-writer, but I think the 
quotation already given above sufficiently serves our 
purposBt 
L^o 
From periods of Ballad history we now proceed on 
to places of Ballad History* 
The connection of literature with geogp^hy, of 
fact and fiction you talk about with fact and fiction 
which mould your character, - the power of events to 
make a people intellectual or martial or hoth, - is 
a subject of unfailing interest for a student of ballad 
literature, which is the e25)ression of the mind of 
a nation, be it through the lips of a throng or an 
individual. Before proceeding further, let us pause 
for a while and try to find what is meant by the 
literature of an age. Is it something which has no 
bearing to the life of a nation and exists independently, 
or is it something which almost logically follows it? 
The literature of an age, from w point of view, is an 
inseparable incident of that age. It is the deliberate 
e3g)ression, through the medium of language, of the 
likes and of dislikes, of sentiments, of the span of 
consciousness; in short, of the thought of an age."It is 
the thought crystallized into permanent form by written 
wards." It is one of the Biany:iHOdfe3.fof:ni£b$erence, through 
which a people e3q)ress themselves. • 
Now taking for granted that the literature of an 
age is the deliberate e2q)ression of the spirit of that 
c^^^ 
age, we come face to face with the question, vihat are 
the causes which tend to produce, not only individual 
esasellence in literature, but the bright periods when a 
iRtoole nation or country fulfills its function? Without 
any hesitation we reply that it is an energy, which 
does not only produce great poets and musicians, hut 
warriors also. But, what causes tend to produce the 
energy, and to direct that energy into any particulap 
channel or into literary channels? Sure enough it is 
some powerful stimulus, which without exception, is 
determined and controlled by circunstances. It may be that 
the circumstances of an individual, offer him a stimulus 
in the form of love, of money, or ambition. It may also 
be enthusiasm in a noble cause, patriotism, religious 
zeal or '^ajitadration of the noble things, done by those 
who have gone before us." In short these are causes which 
tend to prodixje poetry. 
Poetry is a vast term and includes so many different 
verse-forms. There can be a very broad division of 
poetry, that is, poetry of spirit and poetry of thought. 
The former is poetry, only in as much as it is subser-
vient to a technique. It does not deal with ansrbhing 
serious. It does not pretend to answer the how and why. 
It is only a portracral of ouc* feeling and sentiments. 
It is a bare statement of facts and passions. But the 
i33j 
poetry of thoiiglit is i t s contrary - not surely con-
tradictory. It is a groping in the dark recesses of the 
i rk ing of our mential l i fe , o\ir active life is i t s 
outer expression. It does not deal with the narration 
of our l ife, but tr ies to 82$lain it^ It is not the 
outcome of a brain free from literary influences. It 
takes the past, the present and the future in i ts juris-
diction, Now this type of poetry is produced during 
the brooding intervals, which a nation gets after an 
active and boisterous life of spirit is over or, better 
s t i l l , is postponed t i l l any future occasion. Now obviously 
ballads fall under the category of the former. When 
you act and act boldly, from morning t i l l evening and 
enjoy j^ our hard earned leisure at night, you eat and 
drink, you sing and dance and, above all , you also play 
the role of a poet. The poetry which is thus produced 
is but a review, in chosen and enjoyable words, of what 
is h^pening around you, be i t a cattle-lifting raid, a 
bride stealing adventure, or a doughty deed, or even a 
floating scandal or a pathetic story. Poetry of thought 
is never contenporaneous with the poet. It comes in a 
defined fashion, that i s , first , the energy, then 
stimulus, and then leisure to reflect and then finally 
the finished material nanely - Poetry. Poetry of spirit 
is one of the double functions of energy and stimulus. 
I t does not require any leisure to reflect ipon the 
(.^ 4y 
past, present and the future, for i t s coupletion. Now? 
if the question arises ' ^ y did Ballad flourish more 
in Scotland and North of Eiigland rather than in South, 
we can atonce say that prohably such conditions as we 
have discussed above existed there, in that period when 
hallads are said to have heen written. Let us glance 
hack at that age. Sir irthur Q:uiller-Gouch sgys and 
rightly too, that the ballad with the inpress we know 
upon i t , rose, flourished, declined, within" the years 
1350 and 1550. During this period, and between the two 
lines,one "fl'om the Pirfth of Forth to the Clyde" and 
the other 'from Kewcastle-on-Time to St. Bee^s Head" 
there existed not only "a man of genius as Quilfer-Couch 
S£C^s - who gave these songs their iranortal impress and 
taught i t to others, also he may have, taught the children 
or the Border the use of bow'- but also a race of heroic, 
warlike and honest folk who lived and fought and sung. 
The inhabitants of the Border '*did not wince under the 
cruellest blows.," They wanted to repay them, and ^enever 
they could, they sang of them. 
Did Scotland and North of England actually produce 
more ballads than the Southern England? 
I am not prepared to accept the pronouncement in 
Ifo lo». There is some truth in i t , and the best is a 
misgiving and a forbid interpretation of a fact, I 
doubt If aagland produced fewer ballads than she ought 
to have done. But unfortunately she does not possess 
al^^ She had prodixied , Most of it is lost. England 
collected, and preserved the hallad literature of 
Scotland and the North country, hecause she herself had 
passed the ballad-age. 
She became a literature producing country much before 
Scotlatid. It happened so, probably because of an early 
settlonent and an early development. The change of 
conditions considerably changed the trend of literature 
and ballads practically died out before the invention 
of the printing press. This accounts for the fact that 
we do not much come across the so-called real Eiiglish 
ballad. 
But there is quite a different case with Scottish 
ballad. The English, as we have said, had become 
intellectually more developed than the Scottish people, 
and out of love for that class of poetry, they took to 
collecting ballads and made quite a Scientific study, 
of them. England had no such literary patron, to do 
with her what she had done with Scottish ballad literature. 
I believe that mostly it is due to this fact, that 
Scotland and the north of England are si:?)posed to have 
produced more of ballad literature, than southern England. 
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^ the middle of the seventeenth centtiry, 
the ballad cane to the attention of the amateur collector. 
Quite a goodly nuiiber of learned people thought that 
these specimens of old English and Scottish poetry should 
he preserved. The public also was prepared to accord a 
hearty reception to any such collection. Bish^ Percy 
in the ' Aivertisement to the Fourth edition of Reliques' 
aclmowledges the fact, that this volume (namely Percy*s 
Reliques) was sufficiently a favourite with the public, 
'TTom Durfey with his Pills to Purge Melancholy, and ^lan 
Ransay with his Evergreen and Tea Table Miscellany, 
blending old and new, genuine and spprious, with little 
thought of distinction at least kept traditional ballads 
before the Eiiglish reading public. But there was not 
any good representative collection available to give the 
lover of ancient poetry a glinpse through the age of 
balladry. In 1765 Bishop Percy published Reliques of 
iincient Poetry, He used almost all the material which was 
available. He has given a description of the different 
manuscripts and other collections which he utilized, A 
sunmary of this will be of considerable interest to a 
student of ballad-literature, ^  writes In the preface to 
Rieliques:-
*T[t will be proper here to give a short account of the 
(3V 
other collections that were consulted, and to make njy 
asknowledgments to those gentlaiien who were so kind as to 
inpart extracts from them; for while this selection was 
making, a great n-umber of ingenious friends took a share 
in the work, and explored many large repositories in Its 
favour. The first of these that deserved notice was the 
Papsian Ilhrary at Magdalen College, Cambridge. Its founder, 
SamPepys, Esqr., Secretary of the .^Jmiralty in the reigns 
of Charles II and Janes II had made a large collection of 
ancient English ballads, near 2000 in nunber, ^ ich he 
has left pasted in five voiunes in folio; besides Garlands 
and other smaller miscellannies, 'This collection,' he 
tells us, 'was begun hy Mr. Selden, improved by the addition 
of many pieces elder thereto in time; and the whole continued 
down to the year 1200; when the form peculiar till then. 
Viz, of the black letter with pictures, seems for che^ness' 
salse wholly laid aside for that of the white letter without 
pictures.' 
In the ishmolean Library at Oxford is a small 
collection of ballads made by ^thony Wood in 1676, 
containing more than 200. Many ancient popular po«ns are 
also preserved in the Bodlein Library. 
The archives of the Antiquarian society at London 
contains a multitude of curious political poems in large 
folio vol\xnes, digested under the several reigns of Henry 
VIII, Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth, James I, Etc, 
In the British Ifuseum is preserved a large 
treasure of ancient English poems in manuscript, 
"besides one folio volume of printed ballads. 
Jl'om all these s(xne of the best pieces we 
selected and from many private collections, as well 
printed as raunuecript, particularly from one large 
folio volume which was lent hy a lady. 
The old folio manuscript above mentioned was a 
present ffora Hunphrey Pitt, Esq., of Prior's Lee 
in Shropshire, to wham this public aclaiowledgment 
is due for that and many other obliging favours. 
To Sir David Darlynple, Bart, of Hales near Edinburgh, 
the Editor is indebted for most of the beautiful Scottl^ 
poems, with #iich this little miscellany is enriched, 
and for many curious and elegant remarks with which 
they are illustrated." 
This much, and no more, is known about the 
sources of Bishop Percy's Reliques, but this first 
printed collection of ballads created a great love 
for balladry in the heart of such a person as Sir 
Walker Scott, who afterwards published a similar 
collection himself. He almost got infatuated with 
Reliques, which he read, he says, 'with a delight 
which may be imagined but cannot be described.' Scott 
acquired a great love for not only English ballads 
but for French and Italian ballads also, and thou^ 
his German studies, tegun in 1792, his hallad fervour 
received further quickening hy his introduction to 
the modem balladry of German poets, whose interest 
in this form of verse was also, first, sroused hy the 
Rehques of Percy, Scott^s first attempt was not at 
collecting "ballads. He took to translating German 
Ballads, m 1796 he published his first verse 
translation of some German Ballads. " He received, 
in 17991 SD. ^ pointment to the Sheriffdom of Seikirkshira 
This marked a still more inportant turning point 
in his life. It determined his permanent local 
connection with the border; and, meanwhile it multiplied 
his opportunities for the asquisition of old border 
lore and for augmenting his topographical knowledge 
of the district. Mi acquaintanceship now formed with 
Richard Heher, also, greatly aided him in his medieval 
studies; and he received valuable suggestions from 
the remarkable young borderer, John Leyden, to whom, 
and also, to William Lardhan his future steward, 
and to James Hogg, he was further indebted for several 
ballad versions. The collection appeared in l802 in two 
volumes; and a third volume, which included ballad 
imitations by himself, Leidis, and others was publishet 
The Canbridge History of Snglish Literature VI. (XII 
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in 1803. In subsequent editions, changes were made 
in "ballad texts, "by way both of amendment and of 
additions, the ao:Tangement was altered and the notes 
were Inproved and s\5)plemented. Though entitled Minstrelgr 
of the Scottish Border, it included ballads and other 
pieces which had no special ccainection with the 
horders either of Scotland or Qigland. AJcording to 
Motherwell, forty-three poems were published for the 
first time; but a few of these were forgeries by 
Surtees; some were not properly ballads; several had 
appeared as broadsides; and others were accessible 
in manuscript collections. Nearly all those detailing 
border feats or incidents or misfortunes, were, however, 
previously unknown outside the border cotmiunities; and 
it is to Scott and his coadjutors that we are indebted 
for the rescue from gradual oblivion of such fragnents 
and rude versions of them as were still retained in 
vanishing tradition. Most of the versions published 
by Scott were of a conposite character. Unlike Percy, 
he obtained several traditional copies — often differiig 
widely in phraseology - of most of the ballads; and 
he constructed his various partly by selecting ^ a t 
he deemed the best reading of each, partly by amending 
the more debased diction, or the halting rhythm, or 
the inperfect rhyme, partly by the fabrication of 
lines, and even stanzas, to replace omissions, or 
(W 
OP enhance the dramatic effect of the ballad, m 
some cases as in that of K«a?B99Rt Willie, fragnentry 
recitals were merely utilisfed as little more than 
suggestions for the construction of what was practically 
a new "ballad, inspired by their general tenor; and 
large portions of other ballads, as in the striking 
instance of Otterboume, were very much a mere analgam 
of anended and supplemented lines and pharases, welded 
into poetic unity and effectiveness by his own indivi-
dualfi art. The publication of l!instrelsy led, gradually, 
to a more critical enquiry into the genisis and diffusion 
of ancient ballad. By collecting several versions of 
many ballads and preserving them at ibbotsford, Scott 
helped to sipply data towards this enquiry; while his 
introduction and notes tended to gpaKen a more scientific 
curiosity as to the sources of ballad themes, the 
connection of the ballad with old tales and si:5)ePstitions 
and its relation to other forms of ancient literature•*• 
Bishop Percy set the ball rolling, .and Sir 
Walker Bcott followed it. Both of them had done their 
bit so beautifully and zealously that a host of ballsd-
collectors caught the infection. Not only ballad collecting 
but a Scientific study of ballad-lore was taken iip by 
many. Prof. F.J. Childe twice published collections of 
C^^) 
H English and Scottish Populsr hallads. His first 
collection conprised eight volumes and was published 
in Boston in 1857-8. His second collection was 
practically a new work QQ \)Xi:i[}^ as five volumes. It 
was published in 1882-98 in Boston and Jlew York. The 
fifth volume contains a bibliogrgphy (PP. 503-566) 
with the sources of the Texts (pp. 597-405) the Titles 
of collections of ballads (pp. 45^-469) tndexes, and 
list of ballad-airs. 
Unfortunately this monumental work viz the 
collection of English and Scottishjis beyond x ^ reach. 
Popular Ballodg of many efforts I could not get it, 
otherwise it would have been most useful in giving 
a list of collections of ballads and the sources of 
the Texts. Here we can only append a list of ballad 
collections which is given in the Canfcridge History 
of English Literature on pages 492 to 495, 
I. I. Hales, J.W. and Purnivall, F.J. (ed) Percy 
Folio Irlanuscrlpt. 3 volumes and a supplement 1867. 
This made possible the collection now recognised as 
final, 
K. 2. Henderson J.F. Revised Edition of Scott^s 
Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. 4 volumes. Edinburgh 
1902. M t h a general preface and particular introduc-
tion which tend to trace each ballad to individual 
authors, like Bums and Scott. 
L 
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L. 3 -Sidgjipick, P. Popular Ballad of the Olden Time. 
1903, 1904, 1907, 3 series 2 vols, issued so far. The 
introduction inclines to the theory that hallajds belong 
to the people, hut.makes allowance for opposing views 
such as those of G. Gregory Smith and T.F. Henderson. 
S 4 . iaiangham, W. The Ballad Book 1865. 
a 5. ijrtoun, W.E. The Ballads of Scotland 2 volumes 1858. 
6. I Bell, R. incient Poons, Ballads and Songs of the 
Peasantry of England 1857. 
K 7. Buchan. P. incient Ballads & Songs of the North 
of Scotland,'2 volumes. Edinlrur^ 1828* Reprinted 1875, etc. 
H 8. Chaiibers, R. Scottish Ballads & Scottish Songs. 
3 Voiunes Edinburgh 1829. 
J. 9. Chappell, W. and Ebsworth, J.W. The Ro^dDurghe 
Ballads, 9 volumes {27 parts) 1871-99* 
P^opular Music of the Olden Tune, 2 volumes. 1855-9. 
New Edition by H.E. Woolndge in 2 volumes 1893* 
H A collection of National English airs .....and 
Essay on English Idlnstrelsy, 1840, 
H 10. Dixon, J.H, incient Poems, Ballads and Songs of 
the Peasantry of Engl aid, Percy Soc. 1846. 
b 11. Evans, T. Old Ballads. 2 volumes 1777. R.H, Bvans 
Editor 4 volumes 1810. 
G, 12. Finlay, J. Scottish Historical and Romantic 
Ballads. 2 volumes Edinburgh i8o8« 
G 13. Gilchrist, J. A. collection of Scottish Ballads 
etc. 2 volunes Edinbi!r^l8l5» 
14. Gntch, J.M. A ly ty l l Geste of Robin Hode, 2 volumes 
1847. 
a 15. Herd, D. Ancient and Modern Scots songs, etc, 
Edinburgh 1769. Second edition 1776. 
16, Tamiison, R. Popular Ballads and Songs, 2 volumes. 
Edinburgh 1806. 
17, Tohuson, J. The Scots musical Museum. 6 volunes. 
Edinburgh 1787-1803. Edited by Sten house, W. and 
Laing, D, 4 voliraes 1853. 
H 18. Kinloch, G. ^ cient Scottish Ballads. 1827. 
19, Laing, D. Select Remains of the indent Popular 
Poetry of Scotland 1822. Editor Sbiall J. 1885. 
by Early Popular Poetry of Scotland 1885 and 
the Border 1822-6. Editor, Hazlitt, W.C. 2 volunes 1895 
20. Maldment, J.A. North Country Garland. Edinbur^ 1824. 
Scottish Ballads* 2 volumes. Edinburgh, 1868. 
G 21 - Motherwell, W. Minstrelsy, Ancient and Modem. 
Glasgow, 1827,. 
A 22. Percy, J. Reliques of Ancient Poetry. 3 volumes. 1765. 
Editor, Wheatley, H.B. 3 volumes. 1876-7. Editor. Schoroer, 
A. 2. Halften. Heilbromi, 1889-93. (A detailed account 
of this book has been given in the beginning of this 
section). 
0 23. Pinkerton, J. Scottish Tragic Ballads. 1781. See 
also select Scottish Ballads, 2 volumes, 1785. 
d 24. Ritson, J. incient Songs and Ballads. 2 volunes 
1792. Editor. Hazlitt, W.C. 1877. 
d indent Popular Poetry, 1791. Bditor. Goldamid, 
E. 1884. 
fe Scottish Song. 2 volumes 1794, 
Select Collection of Etoglish Songs 1785. 
Editor. Park, T. 3 volumes 1813, 
H 25. Sharpe, C.K.A, Ballad Book, Edinburgh 1825. Kew 
edition hy Laing, D, 1880. 
G 26. The Scottish Minstrel. 1808. 
I 27, iWhitelsw, A. The Book of Scottish Ballads. Glasgow 
1844. 
Universality of Ballad Themes. 
It is Interesting as well as instructive to observe 
resemblances of thouglit and expression in tlie poetry ' 
of different nations and ages wide apart. A similarity 
in the ¥/orks of unknown poets of different countries 
and times tends to show us that there are certain 
subjects on v^ iichjmLnds cast in large and comprehensive 
mould always think nearly alike, SheLt human thought 
moves, so to say, in certain grooves, and that the 
same objects suggest similar ideas to different minds, 
¥/hich flrid expression in language almost|ldentical, 
v/hether the poet be a rude Arab or an African or a 
European. No doubt the more advanced nations have 
their local and peculiar ways of thought and expression; 
and differ from each other much more than a nation'in 
its infancy generally does. But these diverging 
lines seem to converge and draw nearer to each other, 
if we go back enough, v/hen apation is in its prifflitlve 
social state. Mankind does not seem to be divided 
so much in its passions and prejudices as we think it 
to be. Tbe ballad literature of different countries 
bears testimony to this statement. There are emotions 
which are common to til people alike. For instance, 
v/hatever be the state of the individuals of a nation, 
each one of u, them, v/ithoat exception, has a tender 
(My J 
spot in his or her heart. The heart is sure to 
•leal)* up at the sight of a heautifjil figure, A 
mere distant view does not satisfy the craving. 
You draw nearer and nearer to that ohject of attraction. 
You long to call that ohject your own. In short, you 
first like and love and then want to possess the object 
of your love. But the*path of true love,' if not always, 
at least often 'does not run smooth'. And here gets 
in an other emotion, "the green eyed moster", jealousy. 
It is here that chivalry and treachery go hand in hand. 
Nobility of cha^racter and meanness become y?fo different 
sides of the same picture. Heroic and cov^ardly 
actions rapidly and simultaneously follow each other. 
Therefore v/e can say, that, love, the first motive 
of lEoanitind has in its train, jealousy, chivalry, low 
intriguing and often high heroic ideals. Primitive 
man is the easy pray of all these, and he must 
naturally sing of them. 
Secondly we come to another type of love, 
namely, the love of greatness, conraonly termed as 
ambition. Here again comes in the conflict for 
attaining a position, but ttie struggle is not only 
betvreen two or three or even-four individuals. The 
whole society be it primitive or cultured, seems to 
be pitched against each one of its members. Survival 
of the fittest is the lav/ which prevails here, and the 
struggle, for supremacy seems to be the line of action 
ol each £)tie;Df them. The society, I say again, he it 
primitive or cultured, is in the state of either 
v/arfare or armed neutrality. Peace is so much extinct 
that even small dissentions can pitch Percys against 
Douglas. Here again a train of motives, some of them 
quite strong even in themselves, steps in, Brutality, 
bravery and diciet prevail upon better and nobler, 
emotions. They fight and practise these - I do not 
knovj if I should terra them - vices. And v^ hen every 
nation gets its recess interval they either weep or 
laught upon, what is over. But in both cases they 
sing of them. 
Nov/ thirdly ?/e come to two other great moving 
forces, namely, religion and compassion.TKI:/also come 
under the category of love. They also have the same 
train of courage and cruelty. Their results are also 
similar, end consequently the parties engaged in this 
v/arfare also sing of duties well perfonned and battles 
well-fought. 
After briefly surviving the course of jshese 
paramount passions of mankind, \'ve can conclude that 
human nature is subservient to these common emotions 
of mankind, and that almost all other feelings, 
sentiments and emotions are, in some form or other, 
the result of these. This accounts for the Universality 
'Mj 
of iiiought and expression, in the whole hulk of 
ballad literature* We have to go a step further. I B 
there a universality in hallad themes also? Yes \ 
there is. Not alone in the hallad literature of 
Europe, hut in the ilsiatic ballad literature also. 
It will not be a bad analogy to say that just as man 
is almost the same all over the world, similarly 
ballad literature is almost the same all over the world. 
A imn may differ from another in colour, caste and 
creeds but the typical jgharacteristics are common 
betv/een the natives of China and Spain. In the same 
v;ay the typical characteris of the ballad literature 
of different countries are the same : and ballad 
themes are the typical charactertistics. 
Apart from this there is another explanation 
also. Crusades undoubtedly produced a great effect 
"which not only brought the chief ^-uropean nations in 
closer intercourse, but also acquainted them vdth^ the 
east". The incidents of many ballads are such that 
they may occur any where and at 8.ny time, and when a 
person v,ho had seen many lands and heard many ballads 
and stories returned to his own country, he related 
them to his owi people, and consequently such stories 
whre turned into ballads. 
"lifeiiy ballad themes are. comi'iion to all the countries 
of Europe - some for the simple reason that human 
ns^ture and events possessed through out these countries 
a fundamental sirailalJity, others because of the wide-
spread character of certain legends and superstitions, 
and -a third class owing to their derivation from the 
same or similar old-romances." ^^ ^ 
The Ivloors conquerred Spain. They established 
quite a strong government there. There is no doubt 
that fusion of these tvo different nations did not 
occur, but it cannot be denied that the Arabs exercised 
a very great influence on the uiinds of the Spaniards. 
To the i.Iuslims who settled in Spiain early in the 
eighth century not only Spaniards but Europeans are 
indebted for many useful arts and appliances of daily 
life. Apart from these things the Arabs assiduously 
cultivated poetry and eloquence. As Professor E. H. 
Palmer says "witki them, it m s not merely a passion, 
it vas a necessity; for as their ov/n proverb has it, 
•the records of the Arabs are the verses of their 
bards'". V/hat the ballad was in preserving the 
nBmory of Scottish Border v;ars, such was the Sclogne 
in perpetuating the history and traditions of the 
Arabs. The Spanish Moors \«re not an exception. They 
also produced a great amount of such poetry. It is 
not far from truth to say that the Spaniards were 
(a) The Ballad in Literature by T.P.Henderson. P.55. 
influenced tiy it. They borrowed Moorish themes. In 
a collection of Spanish ballads, by Lockhart and 
Southey, there is a portion allotted to Ltoorish 
hallads. In the introduction to the same volume, 
the editors say :-
"A fev/ ballads, unquestionably of Moorish.origin, 
and apparejjitly ra,ther of the romantic than of the 
historical class, are given in a section by themselves. 
The originals are valuable, as moniunents of the 
manners and customs of a most singular race. 
"Composed originally by a Moor or a Spaniard 
(it is often very difficult to determine by vMch of the 
two) they v/ere sung in the village greens of Audalusia 
in either language, but to the same tunes, listened 
to v/ith equal pleasure by man, woman, and child -
Mussalman and Christisji. In these strains, whatever 
other merits or demerits they may possess^ .we.^ are, 
at least, presented with a lively picture of the life 
of the Arabian Spaniard. V/e see him as he was in 
reality, "like steel among Vifeapons, like wax among 
v/omen."" 
Again the saine Editors vifrite :-
•But the strongest and Ibest proof of the compara-
tive liberality of the old Spaniards is, as I have 
already said, to be found in their ballads. Throughout 
the far great of those compositions there breathes 
a certain spirit of charity and humanity towards those 
BjIooBish enemies with whom the combat of the 
CSsj 
national heroes are represented. The Spaniards and 
the Moors lived together in their villages beneath the 
caimest of the skies, end surrounded with most beautiful 
of the landscaptes. Inspite of their adverse faiths -
# 
inspite of their adverse interests - they had much in 
coniiDn. Loves and sports and recreations - nay 
soraetimes their haughtiest recollections v/ere in common,• 
and even their heroes v/ere the 'S^ oe:*i.:;Bernado del 
Carpio, Pernan Gousalez, the Cid himself - almost 
every one of the favourite heroes of the 
Sapnish nation, had at some period or other of his 
life fought heneaUlii the standard of the crescent, and 
the minstrels of either nation might therefore, in 
regard to some instances at least, have equal pride 
in the celebrations of their prowess 
At somev/hat a later period, when the conquest 
of Granada had mingled the £>paniardE still more 
effectually lul^th the persons aad manners of the Moors, 
v/e find the Spanish poets still fonder of celebrating 
the heroic achievements of their old Sariicen rivals." 
So much of the much available evidence from 
Lockhart and others, is probably enough to show that 
Spain, presum8.bly the very rich and first ballad 
producing country of Europe learned aad acquired a 
lot from the Moors, that f the Arabs ^Viho had come from 
Arabia and had conquerred Spain* "Though any collection 
of Spanish ballads did not come anib till 1511, yet in 
oral form the ballads probalDle go back to the eleventh 
or tv/elfth c entury at least," at which date not many 
other countries had their ovm hallads. Now if we say 
that Spain had borrowed some stories from the Arabs, 
and iH^ 4i6td imparted them to other European countries -
through many agencies, minstrels being one of them / 
it does not seem to be far from futh. 
Some where, in the foregoing lines, we have proved 
that there is a universality in thought and expression 
in almost all the ballad v^ rriting countries, and now 
we have a plausible conjecture that there is also 
a community of themes. Both these things combined 
ias.ke the ballads of any country very universal, in 
their themes and appeal, they are the heritage of mankind, 
c.nd not of any individual race or country. 
To add to the 'strength of this conjecture, we 
give a few instances to show that many a story, 
essentially the same in its nature, has been sung in 
different countries :-
1. "The T^a Sisters or the Cruel Sister of which 
the traditional Scottish versions are related to a 
broadside of 1656 or its derivatives, is notable for 
introducing a very old harp or viol tale, connected 
with a group of stories prevalent throughout the old 
world of Europe, Asia and Africa : a portion of the 
''.'TO 
Llteratliiaj^ 61 the:i«^rld by Yif. L.Richards on and T.M.Owen. 
Page 176. 
drovmed lady's body - her hair or her veins for the 
s t r ings of a v io l or harp, aad her fingers for the 
pegs of a viol - having heen used for a part of a 
musical instrument, i t makes knovm her death at the 
hands of her s i s t e r , . Evidently the broadside is 
derived from a t rans la t ion of one of the Danish 
versions". 
2^ Child Vfeters, an English ballad, according to 
M. G-aston Parife is derived from a French ballad viz 
L'accouchment an Bois, viiich in turn seems to have 
originated from the Danish Redselille og Medelvold 
and various German versions. Tnis theme is also 
o r i en ta l . The cruel mother, the Duke's Daughter's 
cruelty have a somewhat similar !taie, 
3, "Earl Brand has a close re la t ion with the Danish 
Ribold og Guldborg, and is probably a late derivation 
from i t . " ( 1 ) 
4» James Harris, doubtless founded on an older 
ballad narrates a & t i ^ g nearly the same as that of a 
Danish ballad, in which a s p i r i t "assumes the guise 
of the lady's lover and carr ies her off." Several 
Scandinarian ballads of German origin, Hynde Etin, 
The Ballad in Literature P.39. T.P. Henderson* 
(1) Ballad in Literature Pp. 31-32. Henderson. 
ClarcK Colvin in some way or other narrate a love 
tragedy brought about by non-human personalities. 
5. "Several ballads detail the vales of the 'Fa.)£ry 
Queen to get hold of a human lover. In a Daaish 
balld, of v/hich there are also Norwegian and Swedish 
versions, she effects her purpose by giving the 
?{night an Elfin draught; but in Kiomas Rhymer, 
derived from the old romance Ogier le Danois, her 
charms are a sufficient enticement." (a) • ] 
i 
i 
6. The various English and Scottish ballads viz . 
Lord Thomas and Pair /mnet, Lord Thomas and Fair 
Elinor, Fair Margret and Sv/eet '^illiam, and Fair 
Ivlargret's misfortune "are merely different versions of 
the same story, and there are also a number of 
Scandinavian versions." 
7» In Sir Aldingar, "vre have a theme viiiich is the 
subject of bal lads, ta les and romances in Scemdinavia: 
G-erraany, France, I t a ly , and Spain, and apparently has 
some foundation in fact.'* ( l ) 
8, "Another favourite, perhaps best known as King 
John and the Abbot of Canterbury, af ter Percy's version, 
has become thoroughly anglicised, yet bears marks of 
kinship v/ith widespread r idd le - t a l e s , reaching as far 
the or ien t . •" 
(a) Ballad in Li tera ture . Page 33. Henderson. 
(1) Ballad in Li te ra ture . Page 44. Henderson, /\xJxeJ^ (2) The_Art and Craft of Let ters . Page 45 of the A*^U4de 
on Ballad - Sidgwick. 
These instances which can be raultidied consi-
derahly, are sufficient to prove tha t the hallad 
themes are universally the same. 
Technique of the Ballad. 
The slnple ballad, apparaently the earliest to 
develop, affords quite an interesting study of Technique• 
It is the most usual quatrain in English poetry* It 
consists in i t s siiqplest form of octosyllables and hexa-
syllabies; the even lines alw^s rhyming, and the odd ones 
very coranonly. In the hest exacples of every period, the 
lines are largely equivalenced, and i t is not usual for 
the stanza to he extended to five or more. But we come 
across mich variations, in the meter and stanza scheme 
of hallads produced in later sixteenth, early seventeenth, 
and almost throughout the eighteenth century. The most 
perfect example of hallad meter is Goleridge^s incient 
Mariner. 
One of the oldest features of the hallad is Refrain. 
It is a line recurring identically, or with very slight 
alteration, at the end of every stanza of a poem. In 
majority of cases the refrain is a meaningless collection 
of musical sounding words, and throws a light on the 
origin of hallad. No doubt there are instances available 
where refrain, every time i t recurrs helps the narration 
of the story,'2.) 
(a) Manual of .English Prosody. Saintsbury 272,. 291* 
Ballad is chiefly concerned with horder feuds, 
Ijride-stealing, and domestic relations, frequently 
tragic in outcome. Romances of chivalry, belief in 
s\55erstition, reraniscenses of a fictitious past weEe 
the chief sub;5ects which supplied hallad themes. Love 
is also a theme of some ballads but such ballads do 
not generally present the joyous aspect of love. The 
hero has to meet with opposition on all sides. Some of 
the master-pieces of ballad literature owe their charm 
and thrill to border feuds. Border chiefs are often 
shown to be inplacable foes of each other from generation 
to generation. Battles of great consequences are brought 
about on account of small dissensions. Earl^ Percy goes 
to Chevy Chase H o drive the deer with hound and hom» 
and Earl Douglas comes out to meet him here. Both the 
potentates loose their life in the fray" and of the rett, 
of small account, did many thousands die," 
A few of the old Scot ballads treat of tragedies 
of elopement, which usually and successfully end to 
the special advantage of the lovers. S\5)ernatural 
agencies play quite an ii?)orlLant part, and often we come 
across a Fairy Queen who falls in love with a knight 
of great fane; or a witch who comes to rescue a simple 
maiden from the wiles of a false lover. 
Communal animosity also gave rise to some ballads. 
(S^J 
A Scottish ballai, the Jev^ Daughter, is founded iipon 
the si5)posed practice of the jews in crucifying or 
otherwise murdering Christian children, out of hatred 
to the religion of their parents; a practice which has 
been alwajrs alleged in e:>a3use for the cruelties exercised 
i:?)on that wretched people, hut which probably never 
hsgppened even in a single instance. 
Loyalty to the king, and an honourable execution 
of his orders has made many a ballad beautiful in form 
and sentiment. Sir Patric Spence is a typical exaiple 
of this kind. In the infancy of navigation, the Northern 
Seas were very liable to shipwreclr, but Sir Patric Spence 
at an order from his lord, the king, sailed right into 
the Jaws of death. This fatal e25)edition happened under 
his coranand and proved very destructive to the Scots 
nobles. Such incidents had a historical background, thuugh 
to ssy when they took place is rather difficult. 
The fictitious personality of Robin Hood has also 
been vastly celebrated by ballad writers. The personal 
courage of this celebrated outlaw, his skill in archei?y, 
his humanity, and specially his equallising principle 
of taking from the rich and giving to the poor have, in 
all ages, rendered him the favourite of the cornnon 
people, who sang his praises in innumerable songs. I do 
not believe that such a personality actually existed 
L€o) 
but i t is Mghly probable that the ti5)e existed. Itoy 
every-dscr incidents were a permanent fund of themes at 
the disposal of ballad writers. 'The oldest of them are 
not of native origin; they came, as we have seen, from 
the ancient folk-lore of Europe and in particular from 
Scandanavia. But they are British by choice and favour; 
they were congenial from the f irst . "The world they te l l 
of is full of powers stronger than man-of Tam Ilns and 
Queens of Elf land, and beyond i t l ies a grira life of 
the dead, fiery t r ia ls , mouldering graves, and vain 
revisitings of the beloved on earth. The tales are primiti^ 
but, I think, not childish; a child may be pleased with 
them, but a child could not have made them. They have 
meaning-not symbolic meaning, for that must be consciously 
created; but they are in relation to human life.'*^" 
(a) Characterization. 
The characters are largely from the ranks of the 
people, or from noble fanilies who lived in the midst tt 
the coinnon people. The ballad writers generally narrated 
some important incidents, and to make the thing ^pear 
inportant they took to the device of involving in action 
one or more big personalities. The ballad writer took 
l i t t l e care to develope a character; he merely asserted 
the pecuiarities and the t ra i ts of an individual. The 
(1^1) 
demanded from a knight to rise to any occasion, to 
be jealous of his honour, and to "be chivajroiis before his 
lady love, ^ d as the hallads mostly narrated such 
incidents, therefore the very narrative fulfilled the 
double function of relating the story and developing 
the character. But such a treatment failed to develop 
a character thoroughly. 
A developed character must dominate the action 
rather than be dominated by i t . It should not do #iat 
the plot would have i t do, but i t ought to be consistent 
with life and with our notions of humanity. If i t is 
drawn in too broad outlines, and to conform too far, i t 
becomes a type, the composite portrait of a class. All 
the characters in a ballad are of this nature. 
Adventure ballads are fairly packed with characters. 
The heroes portrayed are distinctively representative. 
Only in the case of border-ballads these heroic figures 
take on any conplete characerization, and this is found 
in the person of Robin Hood. The Robin Hood ballads 
are probably the only ones v\4iich show any attempt to group 
characters for purposes of bringing out a contrast or,a 
parallel, a e interest is divided between e^^erience of 
emotions and the d e l i s t in courage and physical prowess «f-
a man. Though in border ballads this piiysical heroism is 
at i t s height, yet even there, such emotional factors as 
clan pride, devotion of a tenant to his over-lord, and 
Uz) 
touches of piety enter in. Pity is the most easily 
excitable feeling in eveiy heroic and hraiye heart. " Even 
the greatest hrute in the v/hole series, fausd Edom 0* 
Gordon, s^ s^ s, when he has killed the habe before its mothers 
eyes:* I canna look on the bonnie face m it lies on 
the grass'. 
It will not be useless to pause for a while and 
try to ascertain the opinion of that ^^ of balladry 
about the virtue and ^ees which made a hero, a hero 
and a rogue, a rogue. It can hest be done by quoting 
Henry i^ ewbolt who in his most refreshing style has told 
us enough about it. 
'Tteachery, then the ballad-makers hated; cruelty 
they regretted; and to hurt a woman, to turn away from 
a fight or to give in before the blbod gave out, was to 
them dishonour. They did not think it necessary, to 
keep the lav, but then the la?/ was not of their own 
making; it was either the bondage of their own convention 
or the rule of the rich. They cared little for comfort; 
love and wine and gold they loved, but these are not 
comfort. The sleek sensual abbot, with his ambling pad 
and his fat money bags, was their abhorrence — he and 
his ally, the hard tyrannical sheriff, the mediaeval 
chief of Police. These two stood for a social order in 
A new study of English poetry by i^ enry Newbolt. p.p.254 
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which the spirit was enslaved to the "body, and the 
hody to mere authority, What borderer could hear with that '^ 
What free man would not applaud the stout fellow who 
struck his blow, and took to the green wood or the 
d 
green road? The social order which the hallad-makers imagine 
for.themselves, and which, at least in Northumberland and 
Nothin^arn, they s-i:pposed to have been put into prastice, 
was a chaotic order, a wild and bloodstained l ife, but 
as they saw i t and sang of i t , i t was a noble choice 
between two sets of evils. There are great possibilities, 
no doubt, in the life of peace and comfort, and we must 
hope they niay some day be realised; but perh^s there 
is something to be said yet for the ballad life as an 
ideal. ?iB.th al l i t s crimes and sorrows, i t was. a life 
of the spirit; i t 7/as full of generosity and courage and 
sincerity; and, above all , i t set Death in his right 
place. 
I t is but giving over of a game. 
That all must lose." 
This was, in bBief, the sentiment of the age. £L1 
the ballad characters conform to i t . The ballad writer 
had l i t t l e choice to ohoosB otherwise. His ambition was 
to make the thing appear thrilling. He did not do so by 
giving the subtle and conplex feelings of a character; 
his audience could have never understood and appreciated 
i t , probably even he could not give such a touch as 
consciously and regularly. Therefore he made his narration 
i^'ij 
of a natttre which could get for i ts characters extreme 
pity, synpathy, and admiration for their being ruth-
lessly butchered, their brave stand and their doughty 
deeds. The aim of the ballad writers was not merely to 
e}g)ress themselves, i t was to e^^ress in such a wsc/" 
as to move the listners. To him the audience was a 
reality, and a vital element. After reading a few 
ballads we can safely say that the ballad-writers have 
acquitted themselves of their charge admirably. In short 
the characterization in ballad is of a naive character 
without the least complexity. 
(b) Setting. 
There ought to be always, an appropriate 
setting for every occasion. A king, while issuing 
royal mandates, is to be imagined sitting ipon his 
royal throne, under a gold cloth canopy; and a general 
is pictured on the horse back standing under the shade 
of a tree and giving orders for the mDvements of troops,* 
such an imaginative background consistent with the action 
enhances the effect considerably. This theory e3q)lains 
the use of painted curtains on a stage. Words which are 
uttered by an actor ^pear to be nearly real and spring-
'ing from heart when they are spoken in an atmosphere 
C^^) 
which suits them. In dramatic literature the words 
give their appropriate effect on the stage, hut the poet 
who does not write for the stage, tries to give a word-
picture. He is deprived of the use of the linen or 
paper curtain. He describes the scene and imparts a 
tinge of reality. In a narrative poem i t hecomes an 
inperative. The hallad writer was unconclously alive 
to this fact, and there is always a quite inpressive though 
vague setting to every hallad. He was aware of this 
fact also that the geogr^hical conditions of a coimtry 
considerably influence the character of the natives of 
that place. Not only their actions, hut their thoughts 
also seek a hacljground ^ i ch i s ccxisistent with their 
nature, and he paid proper heed to it* 
Now looked from this point of vie??, i t can 
he concluded that the hallad v^iter did not require 
anything more beyond the description of the scene, 
name of place, and the time. But these too are very 
vaguely used in ballads. Time is defined only so far as to 
meet some requirement of the story. Usuallir there is 
notime indication at a l l . Reference to place are more 
coraBOn, but they are l i t t l e illuminating, xiarely a town 
is named; more freqaently we hear of highlands or 
lowlands or sometime the north country. Details of place 
descriptions are also notably lacking, there is a 
garden or a wood or at the most a green garden or a 
(C^) 
»silver woodj llierever the si?)ematural element-is 
introduced the setting "becomes rather vague, hecaiise 
the hallad writers far from si:p{)lying the Imaginative 
setting, have "been rather psrsimonioiis in the -use of 
even the broadest features of a scene. 
Illustrations to this effect are abundant. But 
we will take some very well-known ballais and examine 
their setting. Let us take the famous ballad of Chevy 
Chase, which, as it seems, has historical background, 
but even in this ballad reference to time is made in 
such a vagae term as "once^, which means nothing and the 
only detail of place description is that the battle took 
place in Chevy Chase. 
"God prosper long our noble king. 
Our* lives and safeties all I 
A woeful hunting once there did 
In Chevjfey Chase befail." 
In the ballad of iidam Bell, ciym of the canugh, 
and William of Cloudesly, who were three noted outlaws 
and whose skill in archery rendered them as famous in 
the north of Sigland as Robin Hood and his fellows 
were in the Mdland countries, the references to place 
and time are given in the following words:-
"Mary it was in the green foipt 
Anong the leves grene 
{(>7) 
Whereas men himt east and west 
With "bowes and arrows kene." 
^P& they sat in Englj^he wood 
Under the green-woods t re ," . 
The names of tovms are also rarely mentioned and 
reference to the season are seldom made. In Sir Pat-
rick Spens, 
»The king sits in Dunfermline toun^ and 
sends out the fanous sailPo Sir Patrick on a voyage' at 
this time 0» the year'* when they are sia*e of heing 
thwarted "by 'vdnd or weet or hail of sleet l 
Instances of this natiire can be multiplied, but I 
think the quotations given above are enough to prove 
that the ballad-writers paid l i t t l e attention to the 
use of an elaborate setting, and were contented with a 
very vague and' meagre one. 
(c) QrgafiigatJlon. 
Ballad as we have said is a narrative poem, 
and plays the same part in poetry which in modem times 
short story does in connection with prose. The sinple 
ballad, as a matter of course, is a situation or incident. 
I t is presented as concisely and vividly as possible. 
i^B) 
There is l i t t l e explanation attached to i t . In mDst 
cases the situation is divided into tv/o or laore closely 
connected incidents or scenes. Often there are transition 
stanzas leading fron one incident to another. The 
story proceeds right through i t s sinple process and 
ends in a brief conclusion, v/hich may he merely a retros-
pect or the tragic outcome of the story. Though we may 
not he certain of the fact that the ballad-writer 
consciously stuck to the formalities of technique, yet 
there is no doubt that if we analyse a ballad we detect 
a conformity regarding the ballad-form. Generally every 
ballad is divisible in the following fashion:-
1. Narrative Introduction. 2. One or more draimtic 
scenes, and connected scenes usually involving transi-
tions. 5. Conclusion which at times is of a testanentry 
nature or is a lament. 
I believe i t is not always easy, and seldom 
possible to draw the lines of demarcation so as to 
ascertain where the one ends or the second begins. 
Butvin most cases i t is possible and in all cases i t 
is present. Now let us take a few ballads and exanine 
them. Let us take "The Bailiff's Dai:^ter of Islington". 
I t begins:-" 
There was a youth, a well-beloved }?outh 
ind he was a Squire's son; 
He loved the bayliffs daughter dear. 
That lived in Islington. 
Uv 
Yet she was coy and did not "believe 
That he did love her so, 
Ko, Kor at any time woiild she 
^ y countenence to him did show. 
These are the first two opening stanzas, in 
which the author has introduced in a brief yet vittd 
way the story which is to he narrated in subsequent 
stanzas. He has told us that the Bailiffss daughter 
could not he convinced or, better s t i l l , refused to he 
convinced that her lover, really loved her. This mis-
giving inevitably caused a great dis^pointment and the 
lover who had failed in his attempts of convincing her, 
left Islington for London. After her lover had gone 
avay, she, realised her loss, and as a protest against 
her ownself, she "pulled off her gown of green, and put 
on ragged at t i re ," and went out in search of her true 
lover, 'ilie story thus proceeds on, and arrives at the 
second stage, viz. the dramatic scene. To make the 
story turn reasonably the anonynous author puts in a 
transition stanza. The girl gets tired, and to take 
a l i t t l e rest si ts down on the road-side when she sees 
a man coming riding by. In her extreme need for money 
to satisfy her hunger and thirst, she catches hold of 
his bridle-reins and says "one penny, one penny, kind 
Sir will ease me of much pain."* ind now the draaoatic 
(7^^ 
scene begins, and the man before giving her one penny, 
asks about her home, and she replies;- 'At Islington klM 
Sir». 
Hearing the name of Islington, the lover in 
him is tp again and he asks "0 tell me, v/hether you 
know, 
The b^liff's daughter of Islingtong* 
and the girl replies:-
**She is dead. Sir, long agoj 
The draiiatic scene thus develops, and the moment it is 
finished the conclusion comes. We have said that the 
conclusion is either of test amen try nature, often 
telling us about the happy and or a lanent on the sad 
fate of the character or characters. In this case, it is 
the former. The lover after hearing this sad nev/s 
renoimces the world, and wants to go away to unknown 
regions. The maiden recognizes her lover, shakes off 
her coyness and is prepared to become his wife that 
very moment. 
0 Stay, 0 stay, thou goodl^ r youth. 
She standeth by they side; 
She is here alive she is not dead, 
mdi ready to be thy bride. 
It is a moment of extreme happiness to the lover. 
ill) 
In unmistakeable terms he gives e:5g)ression to his 
Joy and thus the ballad ends on this stanza:-
0 Farewll grief, and welcome ^ OY. 
Ten tho-usand times therefore; 
For now I have found rr^  ov;n true love. 
Whom I thou^t I should never see more. 
Let us illustrate our point again from the 
fortune of »The Bahes in the wood .^ In the first four 
narrative stanzas the hallad-writer has introduced his 
story. He says:-
A gentleman of good account 
In Norfolk dwelt of late. 
Vtio did in honour far surmount. 
Most men of his estate* 
Sore sick he was, and like to die. 
No help his life could save; 
His wife hy him as siiSfk did l i e , 
^ d both possest one grave. 
No love betv/een these two was lost. 
Each was to other kind. 
In love they lived, in love they died, 
-^d left two baibes behind: 
02) 
The one a fine and pretty l3oy, 
Not passing three year's old; 
The other a gir l mare yoxmg than he, 
ind framed in beauty's moiold. 
The father left his l i t t l e son, 
is plainly doth ^peare, 
^en he to perfect age should come. 
Three hundred pounds a yeare. 
^ d to his l i t t l e daughter Jane 
Five hiindred pounds in gold, 
To he paid dov;n on marriage-day, 
Miich loight not he controli'd. 
But if the children came to die. 
Ere they to age should come, 
Their uncle should possesse their wealth; 
For so the will did run." 
The dying parents left their children to he 
looked after hy their uncle, who could not resist the 
tenptation of possessing such a large estate and 
e 
therefore after ' a twplve month and a day' bargained 
with two ruffians strong to 'sley them in a wood.' 
{li) 
These children were taken to a wood and were left in 
the very heart of the jungle "by those ruffians. At 
this point the hallacL-wPiter descfi\res many a dranatic 
scene, of which the following is one:-
And two long miles he led them on, 
Ihile they for food conplain; 
Stay here, gaoth he, VW hring you hread. 
When I come back again. 
The pretty habes, with hand in hand. 
Went wandering xs^ and down; 
But never more could see the man. 
4)proaching from the town; 
Their pretty lips with hlack-herries. 
Were all heaner^d and dyed, 
jind wehn they saw the darksome night, 
iTiey sat them down and cried. 
This beastly action of the uncle of these unlucky 
children aroused the fury of God. His sin was visited 
upon him aid his two sons. He was sent to prison as a 
bankrupt, his sons were drowned, and "his barns were 
fir^'d, his goods consumed*'. The story seems to have run 
through i ts proper course, and tiie poet makes an end 
of i t with a warning of a testanentrv nature. 
i7^) 
You that executors be made, 
ind overseers eke. 
Of cMldren that he fatherless, 
ind infants mild and meek; 
TaJce you exaipie hy this thing, 
ind yield to each his right, 
Lest God with such like misery 
Your wicked minds requite* 
(d) Prsmatic Effect. 
Though i t cannot he said that all ballads are dramatic 
in nature, yet i t is true that some of them are thoroughly 
dranatic and most of them have draratic scenes in them. 
We cannot assign any reason for their being such excepting 
their themes. We can illustrate our point by quotations. 
But before doing so, I think we' ought to be clear about 
oup conception of dramatic^. The first thing, then, which 
makes apiece of narrative literature dramatic, is the 
extraordinary rapidity of movement. Secondly, dialogue 
is regularly present, and is as direct as possible. 
Thirdly, the concl-uslon of a ballad is also to be dranatic 
in effect, either through the appealing lanent, prestjnaibly 
the utterance of the chief mourner. 
{7S^) 
To illustrate the first qualification of 
ballai regarding i ts dramatic effect we take once 
again Sir Patric Spens. 
The king si ts in Dunfermline toun. 
Drinking the "blude-red wine; 
and all at once, as our e]^erience of every-day life 
goes, he speaks out 
»0h where will I get a gude sailor. 
To sail this ship 0» mine?» 
inmost always v/e find the intervals hurried over and 
we have not long to wait for some thing or other 
which comes in, and puts a life in the story. In the 
ballad of C3hevy Chase the two earls meet and* make 
a cruel fight». The hallad-writer does not allow them 
more time but *both did sweat» and 
—blood adown their cheeks, like rain. 
They trickling down did feel. 
The next moment Percy is lying down and Douglas is 
making his demand ^yield thee*. Percy does not surrender 
but says "I will not yield to any Scot 
That ever yet wasborn'*.' 
i^parently one thing is not yet finished that in the 
i^rrmediately second line 
There cane an arrow keen 
Out of an Qiglish bow. 
(7^; 
yCiiicli struck Earl Douglas to the heart , 
A deep and deadly blow. 
Instances of the second are available as much or 
even more as that of the f i r s t . 'The Nut-Brown Ivlaid* 
i s a dialogue from the very beginning to the very end. 
In the f i r s t stanza there is an assert ion from the 
l i p s of a man who has something to say against woman-
hood. In the second stanza v/hich opens ' I say not 
n a y / a v/oman repl ies in an unniistakekbly direct 
v/ay. 
Then again in the ballad of Chevy Chase, there i s 
quite a brisk ta lk between the two ea r l s . The following 
tv/o stanzas are a good i l l u s t r a t i on of the same : 
'But t r u s t me, Percy, pi ty i t were, 
And great offence, to k i l l 
/my of these, our gu i l t l e s s men'. 
For they have done no i l l . 
'Let thou and I , the bat t le t 'y; 
And set our men aside, 
Accused be he, Earl Percy said 
By shome i t i s denied. 
I can not r e s i s t the tempta.tion of adding another 
quotation which aptly supports my point . This dramatic 
dialogue i s between a mother and her son who has been 
poisoned by a lady whom he cal ls his true love. I t i s 
( 77J 
from *Lord Randal" 
0 v/here hae been, Lord Randal, my son? 
0 v^here hae ye been, my handsome young man? 
1 hae been to the wildwood : mother make ray bed soon 
For I'm weary wi* hunting and fain would l i e 
dOYSl 
Vfhere got ye your dinner, Lord Randal, ray son 
VCiere got ye your dinner, my handsome young man 
I dined wi' my ture-love'.mother make my bed soon 
For I'm weary v/ith hunting and fain would lie 
down! 
Now l e t us take the l a s t drajiiatic element of a 
ballad, I mean the teste^raent devide in dialogue form* 
The concluding stanzas of Sir Hugh of Lincoln afford 
a good instance of i t . The mother who i s in search 
of her child who has been drowned by a Jew in a garden 
well hears l e r ©an dead child say :-
Gang hame, Gang hame, 0 mither dear, 
And shape i^ v-vinding-sheet, 
And a t the birks of Merryland to\TO 
There you and I shal l meet, 
Vfhen bel l s were rung and mass was sung. 
And a "man bound for bed, 
Every mither had her son, 
But sweet S i r Hugh was dead. 
Besides this testament devicQ^^S^^i^tic effect 
as; 
has also been made prominent tiirough the appealing 
lament of presuitQahly the chief moui^ner. The hallad 
of 'Bonnie G-eorge Campbell' ends ttius :-
Wi meadovf l i e s green, 
And ray corn is unshorn, 
luly ham is to huild, 
And ray hale i s imhorn." 
or from "the for times of a beautiful one," The Q,ueen's 
li/Iarie r -
"0 l i t t l e did ray mother ken, 
The day she cradled me. 
The lands I was to t ravel in . 
Or the dog's death I wad d ' ee . 
(e) Imaginative Appeal. 
But a l l these de ta i l s do not explain the charm 
of balladry, tliere i s s t i l l some thing beyond i t . I t 
i s the element of imaginative power. Not a l l balladry 
has i t , but a sprprisingly large amount, hovrever, 
reveal a t l ea s t a f lash of i t . By the use of jus t 
the appropriate v/ords the ball8.d writer throws a 
l i gh t on the picture v/hich transfigures l i fe for 
us in such colours, the very sight of which suggests 
{7V 
something beyond the Tnere picture of the incident. 
This 'something' can better he appreciated rather 
than analysied. We can only quote instances \tiere 
the "sudden glories of pure romances" turn love and 
youth and heauty into agony, end agony again to 
loveliness." 
Clarck Saunders he started and M&rgi^et she turned 
Into his arms as asleep she lay; 
And sad and silent v/as the night 
That v^ as atween their twae. 
0 Cocks are crov/ing on middle earth, ^  
I V(/ot the v/ild fowls are boding day; 
Give me my faith ajid troth again, 
And let me fare on ray way. 
The follovdng are fragments from different poems 
which have a charm in them, a charm which "by some 
inexplicable process tuns the extremely natural into 
the extremely strange" 
Last night I dreamed a weary Dream 
Beyond the Isle of Skye: 
1 sav/ a dead man win a fight. 
And that dead man was I. 
(The battle of Otterboume) 
Half-owre, half-owre to Abe rdo ur 
'Tis fifty fathoms deap, 
C?o; 
And there lies gude Sir Patrick Spens, 
Wi' the scots lords at his feet. 
(Sir Patrick Spens), 
No hunmn. heing ?/ho loves l i t t l e cMldren and 
real izes t he i r helplessnes^can miss the appeal of the 
l a s t l ines of "The Bahes in the wood". The follovti.ng 
l ines are so deeply t ragic and yet so general in their 
appeal that they awaken sympathy in almost every 
hear t . 
These pret ty bs.bes, with hand in hand, 
Y/ent wandering up aad dovm; 
But, never more could see the man 
Approaching from the town. 
(80 
Later British Literary Ballads 
Introductory! 
^mantle 
fets. 
As It has already heen' stated the great period of 
the ballad was the 15th century; and though it became 
a very popular form in the 16th century yet the general 
level was decidedly inferior to that of the earlier 
period. It was in the 18th century that the real 
revival of the interest in old ballad literature 
occurred, as exemplified by the publication of Bishop 
Percy's Reliques which led to imitation on a large 
scale 4 
I Sir V^alter Scott (1771 - 1832) William Wordsworth 
(1770 - 1850) and Coleridge (1777 - 1834) may well be 
reckoned as the pioneers who first took up to the ballad 
in the 18th century. 
(1) Sir Y/alter Scott v/as particularly adapted to 
practise this form of poetry. With his deep interest 
in adventure, and with his keen sense for picturesque 
description and obvious ringing melody, and with his 
inherent taste for the flavour of by-gone ages, 
combined v/ith a masterful dexterity to employ a direct 
and simple language, he easily became a great ballad-
writer. He stands at the head of all those, who have 
since sung of the battles and the daring rides by flood 
and field, from Ivfe,caulay*s Lays of Ancient Rome, and 
Browning's. 'How they brought the good news' to Kipling's 
East and West. 
(2V 
Scott wrote numerous ballads purely on the old 
ballad model, and in many of these he has employed 
the Scotch dialect which imparts to them an air of 
borderland, and reminds the reader of a real old ballad. 
We may for instance a.uote a stanza from Jack of 
Hazeldean 
Now let this wiifu' grief be done, 
And dry that cheek so pale; 
Young Prank is chief of Errington 
/md'Lord of Langlay dale. 
His step is first in peaceful ha' 
His sv/ord in battle keen 
But aye she loot the tears down fa* 
For Jock of Hazeldean* 
This ballad contains many Scotch words. Ha' Hall 
Loot let, fa' fall, wilfu' wilful. 
The'Outlaw* again is a perfect ballad as regards 
its theme and its manner of treatment. The sense of 
the opening lines 
0 Brignall banks are v/ild and fair, 
And Greta woods are green. 
And you may gather garlands there 
Would grace a summer dueen. 
revarbates throughout the poem like a refrain as each 
stanza ends with lines very similar to those mentioned 
above. 
Sir Walter collected a whole book of balMds 
(SdJ 
namely the. ^ Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border', which 
vias published in 1802, Rosahelle which is contained 
in this volume is one of the finest of Scott's ballads* 
Though it has not the same artless 'naivette' of the 
genuine old ballad, yet the pictures are vividly 
portrayed and the rhythm is masterly throughout. In 
conveying the pathos vd-thout any v/ord of -comment, it 
has a Homeric ring about it. We see Rosabelle determined 
to cross the firth 
& 
Ivloor, moor the /arge, ye, Gallant crew*. 
And gentle ladye, deign to stayI 
Rest thee in castle Ravensheuch, 
Nor tempt the stormy firth today. 
Last night the gifted seer did view 
k v/et shroud sv/athed round ladye gay; 
Then stay the fair, in Ravensheach: 
Why cross the gloorny firth today? 
This ballad is (iivided into four parts; first 
being the introduction by the minstrel (lines 1 to 4); 
second, in which the scene on the bank of the tempestuous 
firth is depicted - the struggle . between Rosabella's 
filial affection and the fore-boding of her coioncillors 
(lines 5 to 24); third which pictures the strange and 
ominous light in Rosalin Chapel (lines 25 to 44); fourth^ 
and the last which gives a glimpse of the s equal and in 
(S^j 
v/hich the doom of the ill-fated x^ osalielle is sealed in 
the following words :-
And each saint clair v/as buried there 
With candles, with book and with knell 
But sea-caves rung, and the wild winds sung 
The'dirge of lovely ^^osabelle. 
(2) In 1799, Wordsworth and Coleridge published their 
joint labour under the naxae of 'Lyrical Ballads' which 
undervrent its second edition the next year. And though 
it was originally, meant to defray the expenses of a 
certain trip, yet it contained some poems of a very 
high merit, like Coleridge's Ancient Liariner. It was 
on this account that 'Lyrical Ballads' has been called 
"the most sublime 'pot-boilers' of all literature" 
II. Though Coleridge received much of his 
inspiration from "..'ordsvjorth, yet his manner of treatment 
was his ovffi, sjid by writing the Ancient liariner he 
became the fore-runner of that rare veine of modern 
ballad which culminated in Keat's La Belle Dame Sans 
Merci and Rossetti's Bister Helen. 
The Ancient Mariner is an attempt, and the 
greatest in modern English literature, to reproduce in 
form and spirit the old ballad. Though not a few of 
the old ballads dealt in a popular manner with the 
supernatural, there is yet a great gulf between th^ 
greatest of them and the Ancient Mariner, both as a 
C8^; 
poetic achievement and in the fonii and treatment. But 
for all the differences, the likeness remains. Qf the 
many qualities of the Ancient Mariner, the telling of 
the story is the first thing, and is one of the 
greatest triumphs. Next in its simplicity of diction 
and in its avoidance of all irrelevant or merely orna-
mental matter, it is true to the balla.d model. 
Similarly the repetition and echoes of words, and 
sounds, and clauses in the poem is only a more highly 
artistic use of a trick of the old "ballads. In all 
these points Coleridge was working on the lines 
suggested by the old ballads, though in many cases 
carrying the art in their method to a higher degree. 
The Ancient Mariner is marked through out with an 
extraordinary vividness 8.nd realism of narrative, so 
that so, even the supernatural and the fantastic give 
the impression of intense reality. 
object^ 
The^disappearing from (lines 21 - 24) and appearing 
on (464 - 467) the shore and the position of the sun 
in relation to the ship (25 - 28) is marvellously noted* 
The ship was cheered, the harbour cleared 
L(iarrily did we drop 
Below the kirk below the hill 
Below the light-house top. 
(11 21 - 24) 
Ohl dream of joy', is this indeed 
The light-house top I see 
C8CJ 
Is this tlie hill? is this the kirk? 
Is this mine own. countree? 
(11 464 - 467). 
The sun come up, upon the hill 
Out of the sea came he 
And he shone bright, and on the right 
V/ent do\vn into the sea. 
(11. 25 - 28). 
In the most a r t l e s s language, he has expressed 
the intense desolation and the avtful doom oi the mariner, 
when bereft of a l l his comrades, and le f t m th no 
companions other than the sea-snakes. 
Alone, alone, a l l , a l l alone, 
Alone on a vdde vade sea 
And never a saint took pity on 
Ivly soul in agony. 
The many men so beaut if itl 
And they a l l dead did l i e 
And a thousand thousand slirny things 
Lived on and so did I . 
His equally awsome experience when the ship is 
navigated by the l i f e l e s s corpses i s conveyed merely 
in the sarne simple language as before 
The body of my brother ' s son 
Stood by me, knee to knee 
The body and I pulled at one rope 
But he said nought to me. 
In all these qualities, in its marvellous music, 
its combined true painting and subtle delineation of 
mental experiences, its dreainy, yet intesely real 
atmosphere of marvel, the poam reaches the high water 
mark of lyric poetry. "Not in the whole range of 
English poetry, not in ^Shakespeare himself has the 
lyric genius of our language spoken v/ith such a note. 
(Quiller-Couch) 
Love, originally composed as an introduction 
to the 'Ballad of the Dark Ladie', published in Lyrical 
Ballads is another fine specimen of Coleridge's powers. 
He himself comparing it with the Ancient Mariner declared 
of them both "they may be excelled, they are not 
imitable". But as a matter of fact Heats both imitated 
and surpassed it in his La Delle Dame Sans Merci. 
She took me to her elfin grot, 
And there she wept and sigh'd full sore; 
And there I shut her wild wild eyes 
With kissas four 
And there she lulled me asleep, 
And there I dream'd - Ah*, v/oe betide l 
The latest dream I ever-dream'd 
On the cold hill's side. 
I saw pale kings and princes too, 
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all : 
They cried - "La belle Dame Sans Merci 
Hath thee in thrall! " 
i88j 
3. YJordsworth wrote many ballads, published in 
"Poems and Ballads" first and second editions and 
elsewhere. They are like the old ballads as regards. 
their simplicity of language and in being mostly on 
the contemporaneous sVbjects. But except a few, like, 
'Lucy Gray*, 'V/e are Seven', and 'the Childless Father', 
'the V/est Star', the rest are dull and comparatively 
uninspired, viz., 'Anecdote for Fathers', 'The Pet 
Lamb' and 'Star Gazers'. The last mentioned have not 
any important bearing on our subjects and therefore 
we do not discuss their merits or demerits. 
Pre-Raphaelites. Passing from these Romantic poets ' 
we then come to another group, the Pre-Raphaeiites; of 
i6kom D.G. Ross^tti and A,C. Swinburne are the most 
prominent ones. VaVa their deep interest in the 
Mediaeval ages, and with a fixed determination to 
exclude from poetry and art, all that was conventional, 
ideas ar words prevailing in the preceding age, they' 
were able to compose marvellously typical ballads e.g. 
D.G. Rossetti's 'Stratton Water' or A.C» Swinburne's 
'The '-i^ yneside widow'. 
^hough Dante Gabrial Rosetti (1828-1882) himself 
called three of his poams as ballads viz., 'Rose iviary' 
(The White Ship' and'IChe ?:ings Tragedy', yet six other 
poems of his can also be classified under the same 
head, viz. 'Sister Helen', 'The Bride's Prelude' 
(unfinished) 'The Staff and Scrip', 'Troy To-wn,* 
av 
*Eden Bower* and ' Stratton Vlater.' His obligation to 
old Ballad poetry is clear enough, but \tien all his 
literary affinities and obligations are traced, his 
work remains essentially original* 
'The Kings Tragedy' forms on^of a group of 
Ballads ajid belongs to that class of poems, so popular 
in the nineteenth century, of which the Ancient 
lyferiner is an obvious example. "The Kings Tragedy is 
a fine historical ballad" (A.C, Benson's Hossetti P.107) 
and though it lacks much of Rossetti*s own individuality, 
Q^GM^ to his adherence to the historical facts, yet 
"Batar takes the poem as the most typical of the author -
"Perhaps, if one had to name a single composition of 
Hossetti's to a reader v^o desired to make acquaintance 
v/ith him for the first time, it is the Kings' Tragedy 
one would select - that poem so moving, so popularly 
dramatic and life-like/'' 
Of course, in this poem, we have aa excellent 
example of all the most characteristic features of 
Hossetti's work : his music, his picture-painting 
his exaltation of love, his fascinated use of the 
supernatural, and his feeling of the tragedy of life. 
And even purely as a ballad, the King's Tragedy is a 
marvellous instance of a revival, by imitating, of 
an old verse-form. A few lines from the text, will 
show enough to bear out what we have just said of the 
poem. The King and the Queen are sitting alone, 
And the song had brought the Image hack 
Of many a hygone year, 
And many a loving word they said 
With hand in hand and head laid to head; 
And none of us went a near. 
(11. 449 - 453). 
These lines remind us of the old Scottish ballad. 
And further on we see, a simple belief in the supernatu-
ral of the people of the 15th century :-
*0 king* she cried "in an evil hour 
They drove pjae from thy gate 
And yet my voice must rise to thine ears; 
But alas', it comes too late'. 
Last night at mid-v/atch, by Aberdour, 
•^fiaen the moon v/as dead in the skies, 
0, king, in a death light of thyne own 
I saw they shape arise. 
And in full season, as erst I said. 
The doom had gained its grov/th. 
And the shroud had risen above thy neck 
And covered thine eyes and mouth. 
(11. 464 - 476). 
"The same lack of individuality (the hall-mark of 
a ballad) is the case in an even more marked degree with 
the white ship and the ballad suffers from a certain 
dryness and meagreness both of conception and 
{9(J 
execution, iftilcb deprive the wrk of Its characterlstle 
flavour."* 
Bezison dlfferlzig trom pater puts down Rose Mary 
as the most characterlstle poem of the author. The 
ifiiole mxxad Is dominated by a norstlcal supematuraXlsm 
and against a romantic hack ground, the theme of 
Blighted.love Is carried through, as if In a pageant 
to Its awful Out Inevitable doom, culminating irlth the 
death of Ease Mary, the rhyms scheme Is simple : each 
stanza Is couplet followed hy a triplet of rhymes. 
It ©pens thus :-
"Uary mine that art Maxy's Rose, 
ComB In to me from the garden close, 
The sun sinks fetst with the rising dew 
And we marked not how the faint moon grew; 
But the hidden stars are calling you. 
There Is In every good hallad a certain lyrical 
element, a direct expression of emotion, as well as an 
Indirect appeal to the feeling of others. And Rossettl 
Is pre-eminently a poet of human passions. His haliads 
are In Pater's phrase, "red-hearted stories of Impaesloned 
action." Terrible passions are portrayed with relentless 
vividness In * Bister Helen* and *B:deu Bower*. 
In the one love Is turned to hatred so Intense, that It 
can only be appeased by the killing of the soul ae well 
* A. 0. Benson. Bossettl p. 108. 
as of the body and is willing to pay the price of 
damnation to gain the revenge; in the other the 
passionate hatred sprung up jealous|r is portrayed in 
the legendry shape of Lilth, the snake-v/oraen. The 
picture is at once of passions and super-huinan. Troy 
Tov/n represents vdth frank realism sensuous passion in 
a supernatural setting of the classic mythology of 
venus and cupid, while the refrain "0 Troy's down Tall 
Troy is on fire" brings to our mind the resulting 
nemises in the siege and sack of Troy. The wearing 
agony of secret shame is portrayed in the unfinished 
Brides Prelude vdth a complete exclusion of all 
supernatural element, but in Hose Mary the treatment 
of the same theme of the hidden sins is dominated by 
supernatural and iiiystical motives. 
Rossetti often excells in bringing home to us the 
intense emotion^ at the crisis of action by the use 
of the fewest and most simple and familiar v/ords, so 
characteristic of the old ballad, twister Helen, 'IBhat 
terse fierce master piece' as Christina Hossetti called 
it, is indeed almost entirely.composed of such moments 
of tension in v^ich the relentless hatred of the 
wronged iioman, expresses itself in an awful brevity 
and utterance. 
"He sends a ring and as broken coin 
Sister Helen 
And bids you mind the banks of Boyne" 
What else he broke will he ever join, 
Li t t l e brother? 
0 Ifother, Ivlary, Mother 
Oh never more between Hell and Heaven. 
(11. 141 - 147). 
He calls your name in aiy agony 
Sister Helen 
That even dead Love, must weep to see 
Hate horn of Love, is hlind as he 
Little brother 
0 Mother, Mary, Mother 
Love turn to hate between Hell and Heaven. 
(11. 155 - 161). 
Writing about the poem Lefcadeo Heame in his Studies 
in Pre-Raphaelite Poets, renmrks " I know nothing more 
terrible in literature than this poem, as expressing 
certain phases of human feeling and nothing more 
intensely true." 
The staff and scrip again depicts the same 
expression of emotion and in a similar effective and 
simple language* as before, so well suited to the ballads, 
The whole story is divided into four successive pictures 
showing the painter's instinct in the poet. 
The only remaining ballad of Rossetti is Stratton 
Water, which is purely an archaic revival ^^^ssetti 
considered it successful only in so far as any 
(1> Benson P. 143* 
Imitation of the old l^ alXad can t>e succeesrul, but 
witliln this degree he believed It to be as good as 
any thing of the kind by any living writer." In fact 
the bcLLlad Is a loarvellous attempt to reproduce the 
effect of the old model, In Its sliqpllclty. In Its 
manner of telling the story and in Its homely details. 
'Lord Sands has passed the turret-stair 
The court and yard and all 
The Klne were In the byre that day 
The nags were in the Stall. 
(11. 3 3 - 3 6 ) . 
A moment stood he as a stone 
then grovelled to his knee 
*o Janet, 0 my love, my love 
Rise up and come with me. 
0 once before you bade me come 
And it*8 here you have brought me*. 
(11. 4 9 - 5 4 ) . 
But the highest praise showered on this ballad is 
by Lafcadee Heame : "certcdnly in English poetry there it 
00 ballad n^re beautiful than this, nor we can Imagine it 
possible to do any thing more with this slight theme." 
the story is of a maiden Janet, nho yields herself 
to Lord Sands, and then is wild with despair. Lord Sands 
id3o was made to believe her ftead, comes across her 
all ef a sudden and they are reconciled. 
Hossttti WM net to be bound down \fy any set 
restrictions of rhyme BJA consequently we see many 
variations in rhyme-and-stanza-scheme in his ballads. 
In the staff and scrip, he uses with wonderful effect, 
his sisters favourite device, of a sliortened 
concluding line. 
She sent him a sharp sword, whose belt 
About his body there 
As sweet as her ovm arms he felt. 
He kissed its blade/ all bare, 
Instead of her. 
(11. 77 - 81). 
Ahl v/liat white thing at the door has cross'd 
Sister Helen? 
Ahi what is this tha.t sighs in the frost? 
A soul that is lost as mine is lost 
Little brother, 
Lost, lost, all lost, betv/een Hell and Heaven. 
The refrain in Suster Helen always represent the idea 
in the mind of the girl which she can not express to 
her brother. 
'Edon Bower' is an equally original form of stanza, 
not however equally successful as the others. 
It was Lllith the wife of Adam: 
(Eden bower's in flower) 
Not a drop of her blood was human 
But she was made like a soft sweet woman 
Lilith stood,on the skirts of Eden 
(And o the bower and the bowerI) 
She Tsa^  the first that tlaenca i!^.^i;ii«&;" 
With her was hell and with Ewe was heaven. 
Both the refrains are repeated in the alternate stanzas 
throughout. 
Next we pass on to Algernon Charles Swinburne 
(1837 - 1909). Sv/inburne has written many ballads and 
poems on the ballad style, most of v/hich v/ere published 
in 'Poems and Ballads' first series 1866; second 
series 1878, third series 1889 and the remaining in 
Posthumans Poems 1917. The ballads and poems on the 
ballad style, published in the three series of Poems 
and Ballads are reimrkable for the lyrical element 
contained in them, yet sometimes depict poor narrative 
quality. 
But the Poems and Ballads, the third series 
published in 1879, included a section 'cont^ning 
nine border ballads of great value, i.e. The Vfeary 
V^edding, The Winds, A Lyke-v/ake song, A River's'Neck-
Verse, The Witch-mother, The Brides Tragedy, A 
Jacobite's Farewell, A Jacobite's Exile and The 
Tyneside Widov/. They were v/ritten a quarter of 
century earlierI "Of these,.The Tyne side-widow is a 
perfect poem written in Northumberland Dialect. It 
is a marvellous success as a revival of an old form, 
and as anl imitation of the old ballad ought to occupy 
a very high rank* The story proceeds on, without any 
useless interruption, and all the same the characteristic 
music is not impaired either, for example, 
iW 
There is mony a imn loves land and life, 
Loves life and land and fee; 
And raony a man loves fair women, 
But never a man loves me, my love, 
But never a man loves me. 
The haim down in the mool, my dear 
0 saft and saft lies she; 
I would the mool were- ower my head 
And the young bairn fast wi'me, ray love, 
And the young bairn fast wi'me. 
Lord Soulis, Lord Scales, and The \Vhite Ivlaid's 
Woei/g' were published togather with other ballads in the 
Posthuraaus Poems (1917) though written quite early* 
Lord Soulis has maay points in common vdth the 
Tyneside widow, Elton in his Survey of English 
Literature 1830 -1880 remarks that the poem is 
"A surprising reprMontion of the convention, themes 
and the ring of popular poetry; but out-ballad the 
ballad itself." The Ballad does not only imitate the 
old language but also, sets before us the convention 
and the superstitions of the people e.g. 
"Lord Soulis is a King wizard, 
A wizard mickle of lear: 
Who Cometh in bond of Lord Soulis, 
There of he hath, little cheer. 
He has three fair ways into his hand. 
The least is good to see; 
The first is Annet, the second is Janet, 
The third is Iferjoarie. 
They have putten fire upon his flesh. 
For nae fire v/ad it shrink; 
They have casten his hody in the v^n well-head, 
For nae water wad it sink. 
The Ytoite Ivlaid's V/ooing, though in accordance 
with the hallad style in its language, yet has not 
much of narrative character in it. But it has a 
marvellous sweep of an old ballad, e.g. 
"How will you woo her, 
This V/hite lylaid of thine? 
With breaking of wastel, 
Or pouring of v/ine." 
Not with pouring of cups 
Or with breaking of bread; 
But with wood, that is cloven, 
And wine that is red. 
Not with gold for a ring, 
Nor with kisses on lips, 
But with slaying of sailors 
And breaking of ships. 
Christina Rossetti (1830 - 1894) closely associated 
with Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, has also written 
ipany bal lads, notable for their simple language and 
flov/. Some of them are Cousin Kate, ivliaud Clare, 
i\Iaiden Song, Jessie Camerea, and Lady Ivlaggie. Ivkiden 
Song is more successful than others and Jessie Cameron, 
well depicts the pride of a 'Highland "careless, 
fearless g i r l " , who 'made her ansv/er p l a i n ' . 
(loo) 
Future of tiie Ballad. 
Two sections of th is disser ta t ion namely Periods 
and Places of Ballad History and the Later Bri t ish 
Literary Ballads, put together, give an idea of the line 
of development of the Ballad, from i t s very early days 
do\m to our time, v/hich is represented by Sv/inburne. 
The ea r l i e s t type of the i^allad or Ballata which v;as 
nothing more but a "dance and song combined" (e.g. 
Cospatric, Earl Brand, Bonnie /innie), developed into 
ballads of dramatic dialogue (e.g. Lord Handal). Again 
i t changed and v/as "adapted for one voice only by 
completely abondoning refrain or al ternation" and 
narrated the story "in four l ine stanzas of direct 
narra t ive" . Nothing of the old form remained in vogue, 
but a four l ine stanza and tlie incremental repet i t ion 
v/hich seeiiX to be the l a s t survival of the primitive 
refrain . Wife of the Usher's Well and Childe IvBurice 
are examples of the ballad after i t s second change. At 
this stage the bD.llad seems to have come to a purely 
l i t e r a ry form, iitien i t did neltiier require the aid of 
dance; nor even of a chorus of voices. This simple form 
even vlaen plainly reci ted was effective enough to be 
useful for t e l l ing plala s tor ies plainly. I t proved 
to be a perfectly suitable form for the purpose to such 
an extent that ballad writers generation af ter generation 
have used i t . To the rniddle of the Nineteenth Century, 
CI Of) 
we come across no exceptions v/lien D.G, Rossetti departed 
from the conventional form. He did not reverently st ick 
to any set res t r i c t ions aad consequently we see some 
variat ions in rhyme and stanza-schenB in his Ballads. 
In the staff and Scrip he has used Christiana Rosset t i ' s 
favourite device of a shortened l i n e . Except Swinhurne 
and V/ilde hardly any hody seems to have liked the old 
form. Only these tv/o were fai thful to the old cu l t . 
Svdnhurne is the perfect imitator of the antique 
and about Oscar Wilde's "The Ballad of Reading Gaol" 
Holhrook Jackson says :-
Had the Ballad of Reading Gaol heen written a 
hundred years ago, i t vYould hsive been printed as a 
broadside, and sold in the s t ree t by the ballad-mongers; 
i t i s so common as tha t and so great as tha t . (a ) 
Prom Wilde we come to John Davidson who is quite 
an important ballad-v;riter. His ballads appeared in 
three different volumes,. nariBly, Ballads aad Songs (1894), 
New Ballads (1897) and the l a s t Ballad (1899). "His 
vrork even in what may be considered i t s most popular form, 
in his great ballads, W8.s esteemed by a few rather than 
accepted by many. I t is conceivable that i ndue time 
the Ballad of a Nun, The Ballad of an A r t i s t ' s Wife and 
the Ballad of Hell vri^ll enter into the familiar poetry 
(a) The eighteen Ninetees by Holbrook Jackson Page 99. 
{102) 
of the people as they have taken their places in the 
realm of good poetry and are recognised by the cultured"ta) 
Davidson is very fond of Blank Verse oecause he 
thinks it to be an apt form for expressing one's self. 
It is not strange that in his ballads also, he has very 
seldom tried to imitate the old models. His ballads 
are the typical productions of his age, and not the imi-
tation of old ballads. 
Now comes Hudyard Kipling whose first introduction 
as a poet was due to his Departmental Ditties, which 
only foretold a poet. "In 1892, a volume called Barrack 
Room Ballads and other verses made its appearance; it 
v/as as though a bombshell had burst among the seats of 
literary judgment." The book contained many bea,utiful 
poems; Puzzy-Wuzzy Danny Deever, and The Ballad of East 
and V/est being amongst the best of them. But they can 
hardly be called ballads, if the term is to be restricted 
to the class of poetry Miich is represented by The 
Milldams of Binnorie, Sir Patrick ^^pens, the Douglas 
Tragedy, Lord Handal and things of that sort. The old 
form is gone and the simple ballad meter is out of vogue. 
There is only one redeeming feature left, that is, in 
ballads txsnn dialect is used, which to an appreciable 
extent saves a ballad from becoming mere literature. 
(a) The eighteen Ninetees by Holbrook Jackson. Page 227. 
Prom these facts v/e ca^ n r ightly conclude that a 
tendency for \rriting hallads is universally present, hut 
the conditions which help the gro\rbh of typical hallads 
are notably lacking. I t i s "not fashionahle for poets 
to sing of shepherd v/ho told" his teile under the hawthorn 
in the dale, 
but to ta lk of "the chance romsinces of tiie s t r ee t " . I t 
i s no more the sv/eet smell of "new mown hay" hut that of 
the expansive scent - say Patchouli - which makes the 
poet hum his song. Arthur Symons, by no means an 
ordinary poet, reveals the tas te of our times. Ke does 
not leave i t to us to recognise the new bi r th of a tas te -
a representative product of the age, and foi' removed 
from the ancient l ikes and disl ikes - but asser ts i t 
himself in quite precise terras. Ke says :-
Patchouli I well v/hy not Patchouli? Is there any 
reason in nature why v/e should write exclusively about 
the natural blush, i f the del icately acquired blush of 
rogue Ims any a t t rac t ion for us. Both exis t : both, I 
think are charming in thei r way; and the l a t t e r as a 
subject he-s, a t a l l events, more novelty. If you prefer 
your "new moan hay" in the hay field and I , i t may be a 
scent bo t t l e , why may not my individual caprice be 
allowed to find expression as well as yours. Probo^bly 
I enjoy the hay-field as much as you do, but I enjoy 
quite other scents and sensations jus t as well and I take 
the former for granted end write my poem, for a change 
about t^ xe l a t t e r . Tliere i s no necessary difxerence 
in a t t i s t i c value iDetvreen a good poem about a flov/er 
in the hedge, and a good poem about tiie scent in a 
satchet , I am alvays charmed to read beautiful poems 
about nature in the country. Only, personally, I prefer 
tovm to country; and in the town we he^ ve to find for 
ourselves, as best we may, the decor which i s tbe tovm 
equivalent of the great natural decor of f ie lds and 
h i l l s . Here i t i s that a r t i f i c i a l l y comes in, ond i f 
any one sees no beauty in the effects of artificia.1 
l igh t in a l l the var iable , most hurrc-i^ n, and yet most 
fact i t ious town landscape, I can only pi ty him, and go 
on my ovrn way. 
The above passage throws a very useful l ight upon 
the a r t and the l i f e of our period, ihe poet seems to 
be fed up with tbe old form t^d is sure to takeup a 
nev/er creed "for a change" He prefers town to a country, 
and defends vath sound logic "the a r t i f i c i a l a t t i tude 
of the decadence" Now obviously under these circumstances 
if ballad continues to be favourite with poets, i t 
v/ill not be tlie resu l t of a s p i r i t of yore. I t will not 
deal m t h themes essent ia l to real balladry but will 
instead become ei ther diadectic or descriptive s tor ies 
or a t best a mere bro8.dside. V/e bt^ ve inherited from 
our forefathers the i r love for short s tor ies but not 
for singing and dancing them. Instead vre love to see 
the s to r i e s presented to us on the sts^ge. I t v/ill not 
be an exaggeration to say that drama tes become a 
passion with, us . Every society, as has been said, has 
a decorum appropriate to i t ; and the present social 
conditions seem to be favourable for drama, which only 
par t ly sa t i s f i e s our craving for something bal lad- l ike . 
Most modem poets seem to appreciate best the draimtic 
crispness of the shorter, more conversational ballad -
the form usually regarded as primitive. Kipling pre-
senttition of the execution scene of Dariny Deever i s 
ent i re ly in conversation^ I t seems to roe to be the 
resu l t of our two-fold l iking; that is for drama and 
the £incient bal lad. 
In the end l e t us mention the f ina l ma^c,fest8.tion 
of the popular ballad. I t is the prevalence of certain 
sorxgs closely approximating the old ballads and knovai 
as Cowboy end Negro Ballads. I'hey are anonymous in 
or igin, omnipresent in c i rculat ion and depend entirely 
on oral transmission. A nuiaber of /jiierican scholars 
have made collections of tiiis na te r ia l , the most notable 
among them is that of Professor Jolrn A. Lomax. "In 
foim the Cov;boy and Negro Ballads display considerable 
variety, but the old a l ternat ion of eight syllables and 
six forms the basic structure of many specimaens, while 
others display the familiar couplet with al ternat ive 
refra in" . Iviany of the devices of old ballad- lef t to uc.. 
In short they are neither the typical ly old and nor 
can they he called the r e s u l t of the development of the 
old Br i t i sh Ballad* 
Our poetry has now hecome '*Buhjective, introspective, 
analyt ical" and often so in te l lec tua l tha-t even \¥ken 
v/e re f lec t upon the t ragic s i tuat ion of l i f e , v/e are 
un£ihle to shake off i t s modem sense. "The fighting 
l i f e of na-tions" of today i s pro hah ly much different 
from "the fighting l i fe of our ancestors", I t s 
influence i s mainefested hy the difference Det?/een 
the hallads of the past and the present. Only^the 
modem structure of Civi l isa t ion is completely pulled 
dovm., and once more we come to lead the l i f e of our 
forefathers, I do not douht we shall he able to sing 
in the ssjne old fashion; hut not before tha t . 
Appendix A. 
CPhilological) 
Minstrel: 
The different forms of this word have been :-
Menestral, ivlynystrel, Ivllnlstrele, Ivilnestrale, Mynystral, 
l y ^ l s t r a l l e , Iv^ys t re l l , iviynnystrelle, Menstrelle, 
Menstrale, Menstralle, Munstrsd, J l n s t r a l , ai lnstrell , 
Mlns t r i l l , Ivllnstrel. 
In old French, Menestral, and 1Q French Menestrel -
In Late Latine Ivilnlsterlalem, meaning one having an 
of f ic ia l duty. 
In early use ( that i s dorai to the end of the 16th . 
century) i t meant a general designation for any one 
whose profession was to entertain his patrons with 
singing, music, and s to ry- te l l ing , or v/ith huffoonery 
or juggllngiand in modem romantic and h i s to r ica l use 
commonly with narrowed and elevated application : 
A mediaeval singer or musician, especially one iflio 
sang or reci ted, to the accompaniment of his ovm playing 
on a stringed instrument, heroic or ly r ic poetry 
composed by himself or others . 
The use of the word in Romantic poetry and ficticm 
has so coloured i t s meaning that the application to^ 
mere j e s te r , mountebank, or conjuror, or iginal ly 
common, would now seem inappropriate. 
In its transferred sense or rhetorically it 
was used for a musician, singer or poet, but from 
almost the beginning of the i7th century, Minstrel 
means a player on a violin; a Pidler or piper. 
Scold: 
Scald. Skald, also as Scalld. 
No satisfactory etymology has yet been proposed. 
It nBans an ancient Scandinavian poet : also sometlnBS 
in general use, as a poet. 
Down to 1250, usually applied to Norwegian and 
Icelandic poets of the Viking period, but often without 
any clear idea as to their function and the character 
of their work. 
1763 (Percy, 5 Pieces of Runic Poetry, Preface). 
•It vas the constant study of the Northern Scalds to 
lift their poetic style as much as possible above that 
of their prose.' 
1775. (Warton, History of English Poetry). It 
is supposed that Rollo carried with him many scalds 
from the north. 
1830 (Scott, Ivanhoe). It will readily occur 
to the antiquary, that these verses are intended to 
imitate the antique poetry of the scalds. 
1886. (Athenaeum, 24th April 55 1/2} The skill 
with v^ich the author has reproduced .the 
alliterative verse of the Skalds. 
Lllo) 
Carol : 
(Karol) in old French carole, a kind of dance 
v/herein many dance together, also a Christmas song 
or carol; from the ce l t i c : Koroll, a dance, a song, 
especially one expressive of joy : Shakespeare also 
applies the teiro to a devotional song, and i t often 
s igni f ies , specif ical ly , a religious song or hallad 
in celebration of Christmas. 
{ThB Epic). 
It is an interesting faet to notice tbat £pie 
Poetry Is one of the oldest fonos tlmt Mve come d o m 
to U8 l>oth in general literature and in the literature 
of any country or raee of the vorld. If in tiie West, 
^lliad and odysiey are the earliest creations of huaaa 
genius» than in tlie East, Shisli Hama and Sikandar Nama are 
the oldest momBsents of poetic geniits, and it is no 
wondor that they have the eomaon characteristics of 
form and diction. Spie poetry^ hoth in the East and the 
West, hears a strong resemhlance with hallads idiich seem 
to he, as it were, units of a long cei^poeite poem, cooraonly 
knonn as Epic. With this clue to the understanding of 
the nature of Epic poetry, we proceed to define it. 
Definition. True Epic is a narrative poem, dealing 
with great actions and great characters, which sometimes 
hear a historical reference, in a style hefitting the 
pomp and the grandeur of the theme. Its interest 
is dependent upon action and character, that is to say, 
upon the story and the persons. The action must he a 
great or important action and the characters also must 
he great or important characters, hecause hoth of these, 
if 80 depicted, impart a certain elevation of tone. 
cn^> 
and give an T?)llfting strain without Tifeich the poem 
cannot lacr any claim to EJ)ic honours. 
Origin« 
Unlike haliad, ^ i c is not connected in its origin 
with the corammal dance; it is neither submitted, as a 
whole, to a process of oral transmission smong people 
who were free from literary influences, in ^ic poem 
generally is a pretty long poem - too long to he sung or 
recited at a stretch. EJ)ic Poems are the produstions of 
conscious artists who wrote them not with the idea that 
they may he sung or sung and danced. 
There is a helief that hefore the U)ic strtctupes 
were produced, there were various smaller units, 
independently created and later fused to form these 
more extended national poems. It is asserted that their 
authors are either entirely unlmown or are shadow 
personages who may, just as probably, have heen amalgamators 
and organizers. After a little scrutiny at this statement, 
it is ohvious, that the persons vho iphold this assertion 
want to profit hy their own ignorance of the names of 
authors of some anonymous ^ic poems, and consequently 
call these poems the final result of the fusion of some 
ballads. On the contrary, we can hold with equal certainty 
that the affinity in the themes of the ^ic and the hailad 
(//3; 
only shows the universal liking of particular theraes, 
hy the middlfi ages, and not the strange fusion of 
heterogenus elements. If we do not Imow the names of the 
authors of a few ^ic poems, i t is not because individual 
authorship cannot he claimed, bub 
Many a gem of purest ray serene 
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear. 
Besides this the unity of action and character and 
the uniformity in diction, sentiment and e25)ression in 
an ^ i c poem, claim an individual genius for their 
authorship, and hence i t seems to be a literary crime to 
say that not Homer but a host of ballad-mongers wrote 
Iliad and Odysoey and that Shalmaraa was not written by 
Pirdausi, 
Periods of Epic Poetry. 
Like the ballad E^ic poetry can be classed as 
belonging to two different periods; namely, the authentic 
or traditional, sometimes called the EJ)ic of growth, 
of ^ i c h Beowliif orlLiad or Odyssey m^ be taken as 
typical instances, and the imitative or literary or 
classical, such as Virgil's ^3naid and Milton's Paradise 
Lost. Both these types resemble each other, in as much 
as they deal with the deeds of heroes, generally the 
legenary heroes of a race, and also in as much as 
ncrthology and si5)ernatural element plsy mA inportanV 
part in their plots. They differ, however. In that the 
(WJ 
authentic lS)ic is of a sinpler and artless character, 
and full with legends that were s t i l l alive in the 
hearts of the poet^s conternporaries; while in the classical 
Epic the style conforms to more or less an established 
convention, and the legendry hasis of the story is derived 
from niythology and the poet's imagination. 
The history of Q)ic form is not so much concerned 
with ancient ^ i c as with the art-epic or classical epic, 
which are always the creations of a known poet, who wrote 
his poem in strict accordance vath the formulated ideals 
and principles of technique. We can trace hack the origin 
of this period to the time when Virgil composed his 
Aeneid, most cleverly imitating the two Homeric poems 
Iliad and Odyssey. Virgil was a patriotic poet and 
'master-craftsman in verse,' and his poem Aeneid hecane 
a model for all times. English attempts at E^ic, for 
instance, have never heen inspired by Beowulf, they have 
not even heen affected by i t , hut most of them are 
'Virgilian' in many respects. Virgil in ccnposing this 
'Significant Art ^ic» clearly set the fashion for 
imitation. He constantly had, as i t deems to he, Iliad 
and Odyssey before him. His dependence i:?)on these models 
is evident fpcsn the details of his story. 
His successors both in England and elsewhere followed 
his line of action, and stuck fast to the trend he had 
followed, but they enphasised the love-motive, and in 
certain fimdacBntal things they were exactly the opposite 
of his classical masterpiece. ^ a result of this, 
Italian romantic Q)ics cane into existence. "Profess in 
arms and partiotic significance were s t i l l maintained, 
hiit the heroic figures were lovers first and then doughty 
warriors, that they may please their ladies. Events were 
vastly more crowed and cooplicated with numerous 
l^idodes leading nowhere in particular, underplots 
entangled with the main issue, and so many characters 
of inportance that i t is difficult to fix \5)on a real 
hero at a l l . fJhereas the classical ]%)ic was confined to 
our action of one man, this new poetry admits many 
actions of many men, and unity of action is no more^. 
These Italian romantic l^ics were the cause of the 
iranediate inspiration of Qfigiand s^ first great attenpt 
at any furm of art-epic viz the Faerie Queen of fencer. 
I ts setting is legendry, hut the legends are drawn from 
English romance and Siglish folk-lore, with great patrio-
tic appeal. Many other poets followed this School of 
Epic poetry, hut Milton went hack to Italian and Latin 
masters. In Paradise Lost we find a unity of constriction 
conparaba.e only to that of Mlton' s Model, the ^neid. 
'•Paradise Lost is a great poem because ft develops in 
artistic unity one great imaginative conception, and 
abounds throughout i t s course in daring flights of fancy 
into untoiown and untoiowable regions'*. 
LU^) 
A minor farm of the IJ)io of art may also be mentioned 
here, viz., the mock l^ic or Burlesque. In this form the 
technique of regular EJ)ic is oipioyed, hut the theme is 
vastly different. Under the mask of heroic actions, i t 
aimed to satarise the follies and foihles of the time. 
It presented a dignified subject in a flippant and 
disrespectful manner, in a Slang and Vulgar style or 
i t celeherated some hopelessly tr ivial subject with al l 
the dignity and form of an ES)ic. Pope^s deli^tfui poem 
'The Rape of the Lock' is one of the fiBBSt specimens 
of mock heroic poetry in the English language. Its theme 
is the theft of a curl from the head of the beautiful 
Belinda, The theme, as i t i s , does not deserve a treatment 
of this nature, because there is absolutely no occasion 
for Ei)ic dignity or Ej)ic action. But the jest lies in 
treating i t as such. In short, mth reference to art-epic 
the burlesque and the mock-epic are very nearly the 
same which the broadside is to ballad. 
Technique of the Qpic. 
ThefflQ, 
The theme of an ^ i c, usually is the narration 
in a cooposite whole of the martial e^^loits of a hero, 
chosen to fulfill a national destiny. The chosen hero 
un) 
is either a pet of Gods and Goddesses and is constantly 
helped hy them in the achievement of his purpose, 
or is hated "by them and is repeatedly thwarted in the 
fulfillment of his mission. In the roraatic EJ)ic the 
element of love is also Imtroduced, and, as we have • 
already said somewhere, the hero is a lover first and 
a dou^ty warrior afterwards, ^*^ic poetry is an 
intimation of life and aims to please as well as 
th r i l l and inspire a widely scattered public with the 
fruits of the author^ s imagination*' and let me add-
his knowledge of mythology. In the section on the 
origin of E^ic, I have maintained that EJ)ic poems 
are the creations of the genius of conscious artists, 
and now I add to i t that some of these heautiful 
poems were written with a definite moral or didactic 
purpose as their basis. They convey Ethical truths, 
and sometime insist that they:-
issert eternal Providence 
and Justify the ways of God to men. 
Plot. '*rhe plot of an ^ic-poem is characterized 
by greatness of scope and majesty of incident". 
The action is unfolded with ease, and is allov/ed a 
latitude in time; The smallest details which generally 
hinder the action, are also allowed a place, if they 
only fi t in as a part of the whole scheme* The necessity 
of one organic action cannot be over emphasized. 
OiS) 
It must seem to fee a long-drasm-out action, which 
hegan at a particular point, reached i t s Zenith and 
then eventiially ended. Just as the unity of action 
is an inperative, similarly the domination of one 
character or hero, as i t is termed, is inevitable* 
in ^ i c poem must he the '^one action of ona man/* 
Characters ought to belong to that class, 
which, even merely by dint of their aristocratic 
station in life, may coninand not only respect but 
veneration, and not only love, but love and awe 
both. To match the grand scheme of an Epic poem they 
ought to be highly acconplished in every phase of 
human l ife. In brief they ought to be grand enough 
in words and deeds to be loved or loathed by gods and 
goddesses. 
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